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Abstract  
Watson and Lovelock first offered Daisyworld in 1983 as a response to critics that were 

skeptical about ‘Gaia.’ This was a theory explaining the Earth system as a single 

physiological being (Lovelock, 2000) where life can exert influence on the earth’s climate 

similarly to how climate influences life. Daisyworld was presented as a computer model 

where an Earth-like planet with good growth conditions was home to two organisms; black 

and white daisies. The model was kept simple, with no atmosphere or oceans to illustrate the 

daisies’ role in temperature feedback. Throughout the life of Daisyworld, solar radiation 

slowly increases to replicate the Sun’s influence on planet Earth. During the slow warming 

trend of Daisyworld, daisies begin to grow. With a low albedo, black daisies are favoured 

initially due to their ability to increase the local temperature. They continue to grow and 

cause a positive feedback to the planet’s average temperature, making it higher than if there 

were no daisies. Throughout time, Daisyworld becomes warmer and the two organisms 

compete for space and eventually the white daisies are favoured due to their positive 

temperature feedback and cooler local temperature, keeping Daisyworld from becoming too 

hot. Later, the Sun’s increasing radiation means that the planet becomes intolerably hot for 

life and Daisyworld dies. The original Daisyworld gave credit to the Gaia hypothesis by 

showing that life could maintain a prolonged temperature comfort zone despite the constantly 

rising insolation. 

 

In this thesis, the simple Daisyworld model was constructed, tested and later modified and 

extended further to include various other feedbacks that occur in the Earth’s climate system. 

Firstly, insolation was adjusted according to latitude and the model showed strong 

dependence on the heat transfer of the planet. With no atmosphere or oceans present, 

latitudinal heat transfer had to be approximated which yielded results that would mimic a 

“daisy-Earth.” Later in the model, ice albedo, water vapour and carbon dioxide feedbacks 

were added. Although the feedbacks coexist and conflict in the Earth’s system, the 

Daisyworld model and the investigations made in this project demonstrate the strength of the 

individual feedbacks. Evidently, these are important to maintaining stable climate in which 

life can exist. 

 

There were some major problems that occurred in the project. The original Daisyworld was 

created simple and its purpose was to highlight the albedo feedback to temperature. Adding 

complexity to the model proved interesting but attempting to replicate the earth’s heat 
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transfer and feedbacks was very difficult. This was because the earth’s climate equations did 

not apply to Daisyworld and approximations had to be made. Resultantly, the model only 

offered limited success in demonstrating the role of feedback mechanisms. 
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Introduction 
Daisyworld modeling has been created and modified by the scientific community for a 

variety of reasons. The creators, James Lovelock and Andrew Watson intended the model to 

be used for the purpose of crediting ‘Gaia.’ More recently, further modifications have also 

served to re-ignite the ‘value of biodiversity’ debate. The system exerts remarkable resilience 

to change and is a useful tool to highlight the ability of life to regulate the temperature of the 

planet. There have been attempts at discrediting the Daisyworld model, however it is well 

accepted throughout the scientific community that it serves its design purpose of 

demonstrating albedo feedback. 

 

With ever-increasing computational power, climate modeling is being used to predict the 

behaviour of the earth system. Model construction is difficult when incorporating the 

complexity of the earth’s climate and accuracy to the empirical data is limited. This has led 

the scientific community to use simpler models that aim to represent separate climate 

components. This allows a strong understanding of the roles and strengths of the individual 

mechanisms affecting climate. Lovelock’s Daisyworld is a good example of a simple model 

that is used to serve an educational or argumentative purpose. In this thesis, the idea is 

repeated through the replication of Lovelock’s original model. His modifications are also 

repeated to test the ability of the system to maintain a stable temperature. 

 

Later in this project, the Daisyworld model is expanded to from a zero dimensional situation 

to include another dimension. This is in the form of latitudinal variation, which requires that 

the insolation is calculated according to latitude. The heat transfer from the equator to the 

higher latitudes must also be considered. The added complexity serves to highlight the degree 

of spatial temperature stability, which is an improvement on the original model that only 

demonstrates temporal stability.  

 

In addition to the latitude-variable Daisyworld model, the project involves the simulation of 

three feedback mechanisms; ice albedo, water vapour and carbon dioxide feedbacks. These 

are each employed in conjunction with the latitude-variable Daisyworld modification to 

demonstrate their relative strengths. The models will serve to highlight the effects of the 

feedbacks on the earth system, and their strengths relative to the albedo feedback that the 

daisies provide.  
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Literature Review 

1. Daisyworld 
James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis first offered the theory of ‘Gaia’ in `1971 (Lovelock, 

2000), meaning ‘Mother Earth’ in Greek (Hartmann, c1994). It dealt with a new way of 

thinking about the earth as a single physiological system (Lovelock, 2000). There were many 

critics to this idea throughout the science community and resultantly James Lovelock teamed 

with Andrew Watson in 1983 to develop the ‘Daisyworld’ model. Instead of biologists and 

geophysicists working within their respective scientific disciplines in insolation, the 

introduction of Daisyworld led to more unified, inter-disciplinary studies into the earth 

system.  

 

Daisyworld was a computer model that aimed to prove that organisms can exert a collective 

change on a planet, in this case a direct temperature influence. This would have fitted well 

with the Gaia hypothesis of a single physiological system and kept the critics at bay. Two 

different organisms, white and black daisies, grow on the Daisyworld. Otherwise, the planet 

has an intermediate albedo and has good growing conditions in the form of fertile soils, water 

and nutrients. Both daisies grow at the same rate, denoted by β, which is proportional to the 

negative square of the temperature. Although they grow at the same rate they have different 

niches throughout the life of Daisyworld. Essentially, the albedo of each daisy means that a 

certain colour daisy will be favoured due their ability to change the local temperature around 

where they grow. Black daisies will grow when the planet is cool near the start of the 

Daisyworld model. They warm up the area in which they grow and the population expands 

rapidly because the growth is higher due to the warm local temperature. This positive 

temperature feedback is exactly opposite to that experienced in the latter part of the model, 

where white daisies are favoured in excess insolation. Having a high albedo and thus being 

capable of reducing the local temperature is what allows the white daisies to thrive, giving a 

temperature feedback. Local temperature variations caused by the daisies are what allows a 

certain colour’s growth to be favoured over the other, and a temperature feedback arises. 

 

The fractions of daisies and bare ground present on the planet gives a changing albedo that 

regulates the planet’s temperature. These simple positive feedbacks from the organisms 

stabilize the Daisyworld’s temperature despite a steadily increasing quantity of insolation. 

The increasing energy is applied to mimic our sun’s behaviour over its lifetime. Clearly, if 

there were no daisies on the Daisyworld planet, then the temperature would be directly 
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proportional to the insolation. Daisyworld catastrophically dies in later life due to the 

excessive insolation from the sun. 

 

1.1. Energy balance 
For a simple heuristic model such as Daisyworld, the planet is assumed to be in a global 

energy balance. Obviously, the model assumes this due to the large temporal variation. The 

increasing radiation from the sun ranges from 60 to 160% of the current luminosity, thus 

equating to a time period of approximately 3 billion years.  

 

The global energy balance dictates simply that the incoming energy is equal to the outgoing 

energy. The emission temperature of the planet is defined by: 

Equation 1: Emission temperature for a body in energy balance 

4 )1(
4

p
o

e

S
T !

"
#=  

Where: 
e
T = the emission temperature of a body [˚K]. 

 
o
S = the solar luminosity [Wm-2]. 

  !  = the Stefan-Boltzman constant = 5.67*10-8 [Wm-2K-4]. 

  
p

! = the average planetary albedo. 

 

For the original Daisyworld model, the planet can be approximated to a patch of ground with 

some daisies. This is because the local (Equation 3) and global (Equation 1) energy balances 

are combined to form the Daisyworld energy balance, as shown in Equation 4. Satisfying 

both local and global equations, the Daisyworld energy balance has an uncertainty about its 

spatial scales, as it must be large enough to have different daisy populations and local 

temperatures, yet it maintains an emission temperature. It is difficult to conceive such ideas, 

but these equations form the mathematical necessities in the model. One could think of the 

patch as a 1 km2 area, for example. 

The emission temperature (Equation 1) is dependent upon the average planetary albedo 

(Equation 2), which is simply defined by the albedo times the area of each ground covering. 

Equation 2: Average planetary albedo. 

whitewhitebarebareblackblackp AAA !!!! ++=  
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Equation 3: The local energy balance. 
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Where: 
i

! = the albedo of daisy i . 

  
i
T = the local temperature of daisy i . 

 

Equation 4: Combining the local and global energy balances. 

4
4

)( eipi TqT +!= ""  

Where: q = the heat flux coefficient [K-4]. 

 

There are two extremes for which the heat flux coefficient is constrained. The upper limit is 

q =
!4

o
S  which equates to zero horizontal heat transport. Where q =0, horizontal heat transfer 

is assumed to be perfect. Obviously, these are the extremes to the reality, but being a simple 

model with no atmosphere and oceans to transport heat, the heat flux coefficient is 

approximated to 3.2163*109 K-4. To increase simplicity, Equation 4 can be simplified to 

make q an ‘easy’ (smaller) number. This would increase the ease of comparative analysis, 

and the re-arrangement can be seen in Equation 5. It should be noted that not using this 

equation would produce a very slight skew to one side, thus giving one daisy colour a 

different local temperature than the other. Thus, symmetry and user comprehensibility are 

more reasons why Equation 4 should be used in the model.  

 

Equation 5: Simplified combined energy balance. 

eipi TqT +!= )( ""  

 

For a heat transfer coefficient of q =3.2163*109 K-4, this gives a deviation from the emission 

temperature of about 7.5 ˚K if there is negligible daisy area. For example, if there was 1% 

black daisy cover then the local temperature at the few black daisies would be about 7.5 ˚K 

warmer than the emission temperature. This leads to either species of daisies being favoured, 

with black initially and white being favoured in the latter part of Daisyworld. The further 

away that the average planetary deviates from the local albedo of either daisy, the greater the 

deviation in local temperature at either daisy growth. Essentially, the higher deviation of 
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albedo equates to a greater degree of ‘favouritism’ for a certain coloured daisy. And if both 

daisies had equivalent populations, no favouritism would be experienced because the local 

albedo would be equal to the planetary albedo. 

 

Throughout the project the bare ground albedo of Daisyworld is commonly calculated as the 

halfway point between the extremes of the black and white daisy albedo. This is an 

assumption that is not reflected by the albedo of bare ground on earth. As well as this, the 

earth is covered by farmland, forest, cities and ice to name a few, and thus the average 

planetary albedo (Equation 2) would become very long to represent each ground covering’s 

contribution to the albedo. Table 1 shows some surface coverings of earth and their 

respective albedo. 

Table 1: Typical albedo ranges for various surface coverings. 

 

1.2. Daisyworld model 
Watson and Lovelock (1983) were the pioneers of the model. They set the parameters of an 

earth like planet with no atmosphere or oceans, but with plentiful resources for life such as 

water and fertile soils. The mathematics involved in Daisyworld is simple (also see section 

1.1). As previously mentioned, the growth rate of the daisies is denoted by 

 ! , and is a function of the local temperature: 

Equation 6: Temperature dependent growth rate. 

2)(

4
))((

lowerupper
TupperlowerT ii

!
!!="  

Where: ! = Daisy growth rate. 

 
i
T = Local temperature. 

 lower = Temperature of lower limit of growth.   

 upper = Temperature of upper limit of growth.  

Type of surface Typical albedo range 

Sand 0.2 to 0.3 

Grassland 0.2 to 0.25 

Forest 0.05 to 0.1 

Water (direct overhead sun) 0.03 to 0.05 

Water (high angle sun) 0.5 to 0.8 

Fresh snow 0.8 to 0.85 

Thick cloud 0.7 to 0.8 
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For example, Watson and Lovelock (1983) use 5 and 40 ˚C as the growth limits, with the 

maximum growth at 22.5 ˚C. This produces the parabola shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: ! = Local temperature-dependant growth rate of the daisies. 

 

Using the temperature dependent growth rate a differential equation of daisy area is created, 

as show in Equation 7 and Equation 8. 

Equation 7: Black daisy area differential equation. 

)( !" #= xA
dt

dA

black

black

 

Equation 8: White daisy area differential equation. 

)( !" #= xA
dt

dA
white

white

 

    Where: Acolour= the existing area of daisies of that colour. 

      ! = the temperature dependent growth rate. 

      x = the available ground for daisy colonisation. 

      ! = the death rate of the daisies. 

 

Using the simple mathematics displayed in the previous equations it is now possible to 

construct a model of Daisyworld. Equation 7 and Equation 8 state that there has to exist some 
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daisy area for daisy growth to occur. This is the equivalent of ‘seeding’ the bare planet, so 

that when suitable conditions arise the population will expand. Without an artificial 

constraint on the minimum daisy area the model would never grow any daisies and show the 

temperature feedbacks.  Usually, this minimum area constraint is set at around 1%.  

 

Just like the lower limit of daisy area that must be constrained, the higher limit must also be 

capped when using a numerical iterative procedure. This occurs when a computer model is 

used and rounding occurs. Sometimes the daisy area can exceed its maximum, particularly if 

growth conditions are favourable for a very long time. This occurs if the iterative time steps 

used are very small, or if the number of time steps is very large given the change in 

insolation.  

 

Thus using Equation 2, Equation 4, Equation 6, Equation 7 and Equation 8 a calculation for 

daisy area and emission/local temperatures can be made for each time step. The daisy growth 

is dependent upon the existing area, which is taken from the previous time step and added to 

the current growth to form the new daisy area. This is a simple iterative procedure that can be 

carried out by a computer program such as ‘MATLAB®’, ‘C®’, ‘JAVA®’ or equivalent 

program that has the capacity to perform ‘loops’ for each time step. 

 

1.3. Existing modifications made to Daisyworld 
Daisyworld has been modified by Lovelock in 2000, the co-founder of the original model, to 

include another species of daisy thus increasing the ecosystem complexity. Some predators 

and catastrophic extinctions have been added to show Daisyworld’s robustness in the face of 

change (Lovelock, 2000). What he achieved was a more complex Daisyworld in which 

daisies competed against a third species and the daisies provided food for two higher trophic 

levels. 

 

To introduce further species of daisies would ultimately reduce the intensity of the 

temperature feedback, given that the new daisies’ albedo are not outside the range of the 

original extremes of black (α=0.25) and white (α=0.75). Lovelock introduced one extra 

species that he called the ‘cheats’ because they have an albedo equal to that of the planet, so 

they give no temperature feedback yet consume the same amount of bare ground and 

compete with the black and white daisies. Theoretically, any number of intermediate albedo 

daisies could be added to Daisyworld and the system would respond similarly to if there were 

only black, grey and white daisies. There would be more minute and frequent temperature 

abnormalities throughout the model if more daisies existed. The three daisy system serves to 
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highlight the competition for space that ecosystems experience when the conditions for 

growth are favourable. Adding more realism, he imposed a small growth tax of 5% upon the 

coloured daisies (black and white) due to the fact that they have to synthesise pigment. 

Figure 2 shows the temperature’s relative stability throughout the steadily increasing solar 

luminosity. 

 

 

Figure 2: Lovelock's addition of 'cheats' does not greatly alter the temperature when compared to 
normal Daisyworld (Lovelock, 2000). 

 

Further modifications by Lovelock included the introduction of grazers of the daisies 

(rabbits) and predators to the rabbits (foxes). He introduced plagues which simulated a 

catastrophic event of which the earth has experienced many throughout time. Yet again, 

Figure 3 shows that the model maintains a relatively stable temperature over time despite 

30% reductions in the daisy populations by the periodic plagues. 
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Figure 3: Daisyworld modified to include a simple food chain and catastrophic plagues (Lovelock, 2000). 

 

Lovelock aimed to show through further experimentation that the Daisyworld system 

displays inertia to change. Although there is competition for space by the grey daisies, 

extreme disturbance by plagues and predation upon the daisies it is clear that the temperature 

of the modified model does not deviate very far outside its normal range. Daisyworld’s 

robustness was further highlighted in the mind of Lovelock. 

 

Some modifications to Daisyworld have included several competing species of consumers 

and predators. Although one would intuitively think that the robustness of the temperature 

regulation would decrease proportionally to the number of species, this proves to be an 

incorrect assumption. More species actually improve the temperature’s stability (Seto and 

Akagi, 2005), thus re-igniting the ‘value of biodiversity’ debate.   

 

1.4. Limitations to Daisyworld 
As previously mentioned, the Daisyworld model was originally constructed for the purpose 

of highlighting how life can alter the temperature through the positive albedo feedback. The 

intentional simplicity of the model is what restricts its application. Many scientists have 

criticized Daisyworld for its lack of similarity to the complexity of the earth system, and this 

is warranted as they are very different in complexity. 
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Daisyworld modeling does not consider a wide variety of complex climate mechanisms and 

as a result can not be used to model the earth’s climate in any respects. It simply is not 

designed for this. It does not consider many aspects, such as rain, clouds, atmospheric 

pollution or effective solar zenith angles. Many critics to the Daisyworld model often 

overlook the purpose that it was built for. 

 

2. Feedback mechanisms 
Feedbacks are commonly found in nature and technology. They occur when status 

information is fed back into the system and the system responds accordingly. Positive and 

negative climatic feedbacks are the most important to life on earth. Without them, the earth’s 

climate would vary dramatically on diurnal, annual and longer timescales. However, climatic 

feedbacks can be responsible for prolonging ice ages or warm periods too. Usually the earth 

system maintains a balance between such feedbacks such that life can exist comfortably. 

 

To gain an idea of a negative feedback you could think of a human body as an analogy. 

When it becomes hot the brain controls a physiological response through sweating, which 

cools the body. Thus the increase in temperature is fed back into the human body system, 

which then initializes a response of sweating, later decreasing the body temperature (Lee R. 

Kump, 2004). 

 

A positive feedback example can be seen in today’s society in the form of networking 

schemes. For example, a few people begin selling products through a scheme and encourage 

the recipients to sell the products themselves, and so the cycle continues, leading to a 

continually growing network of salespeople. The positive change in the networking system is 

leading to positive growth in the networking scheme.  

 

Feedback systems are often incorrectly identified due to the fact that a negative feedback can 

actually mean a positive system response, for example, a thermostat. Essentially, if the 

change in a system leads to a response in the same direction then the feedback can be classed 

as positive. The opposite applies when an increase in feedback from the system leads to a 

negative response of the system. 
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Various temperature feedbacks exist in the earth system. Daisyworld serves to highlight the 

simple albedo positive temperature feedbacks. Later in this project the feedbacks discuss in 

this section are added to the basic Daisyworld model to show how they work. 

 

2.1. Ice albedo feedback 
Ice or snow has a relatively high albedo of about 0.6 to 0.7 (Hartmann, c1994), reflecting a 

higher proportion of insolation. The positive feedback arises from less radiation being 

absorbed at the ice or snow, thus further cooling the surface so that more ice forms. 

Resultantly, the initial cooling is intensified by this ice albedo feedback. The albedo of an 

ocean at high latitude is approximately 0.1, whereas an ice covered ocean at the same latitude 

is around 0.6. The difference between forested areas and snow covered land is similar, 

though usually smaller.  

 

Ice albedo feedback is responsible for maintaining the earth’s ice ages longer than the 

Milankovitch parameters would suggest. These parameters dictate the long term (~10 to 100 

thousand years) climate forcing and remain the main reasons why the earth’s climate changes 

over time. Only small changes in insolation occur throughout the earth’s orbit, but the 

positive feedback of ice cover prolongs an ice age if there is a northern insolation deficit.  

 

Ice albedo feedback has been incorporated into simple climate models and shown that only 

modest inductions of cold can lead to an ice age (Hartmann, c1994). Ice albedo is a very 

important feedback that prolongs ice ages and reduces the temperature at the poles even 

more.       

 

2.2. Water vapour feedback 
Water vapour is the principal greenhouse gas in the earth’s atmosphere. It constitutes one of 

the most powerful positive feedbacks, as it is closely linked with the saturation vapour 

pressure of water, which is dependent upon temperature. Thus as the temperature increases, 

so does the quantity of water vapour in the atmosphere and thus the greenhouse effect is 

intensified, further warming the planet and constituting a strong positive feedback. For the 

Daisyworld model, it is assumed that the planet has no oceans, yet is sufficiently moist to 

sustain growth at a high rate.  

 

Earth’s surface consists of approximately 75% oceans thus the humidity of the air tends close 

to sea level tends to be near the saturation vapour pressure [Lovelock 2000]. Being a 
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temperature dependent variable, humidity can be expressed using the Clausius-Clapeyron 

relationship as seen in Equation 9. 

 

Equation 9: The Clausius-Clapeyron relationship. 
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Where: 
s
e = the saturation vapour pressure above a liquid surface. 

 L = the latent heat of vapourisation [Jkg-1K-1]. 

  
v

! = the specific volume of the vapour phase. 

  
l

! = the specific volume of the liquid phase. 

  T = temperature [˚K]. 

 

Using Equation 9, Lovelock derives Equation 10 which shows that the change in saturation 

specific humidity divided by its actual value is proportional to the change in temperature 

divided by its actual value. 

 

Equation 10: Saturation specific humidity related to temperature. 
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 ≈ 20, at sea level. 

 

Equating the terms inside the brackets in Equation 10 to approximately 20 is done to mimic 

the earth’s response to a change in humidity. This equates to a rise in the temperature of 1% 

(about 3˚K) being a 20% rise in humidity (Hartmann, c1994). One large assumption that is 

necessary for the Daisyworld model to incorporate humidity is that the surface moisture is 

infinite and the saturation vapour pressure is limited only by the temperature. The full array 

of assumptions is discussed in Methods, section 1.5. 

 

2.3. Carbon dioxide feedback 
Carbon dioxide is the most significant greenhouse gas (in terms of effect) after water vapour. 

Earth is facing a gradual warming trend due to the increasing influence of anthropogenic 

carbon dioxide, mainly sourced from the combustion of fossil fuels. Carbon dioxide is also 
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the gaseous building block for photosynthesis to occur. Applying both of these factors to a 

modified Daisyworld should demonstrate the ability of carbon dioxide to affect the 

temperature.  

 

It exists as a positive feedback in the atmosphere because an increase in carbon dioxide 

equates to an increase in temperature through increased long wave radiation returning to the 

planet. Initially this effect seems simple; however as the carbon dioxide and temperature 

increases, so does the growth rate of the daisies. Basically, the higher the concentration of 

carbon dioxide, the faster the growth will be, given a constant temperature. Also, particularly 

near the start of the Daisyworld model, the increased temperature from the greater 

concentration of carbon dioxide will help daisy growth.  

 

Although there are already two reasons why daisies can grow better with more carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere, there is another positive feedback that is present. As more daisies 

grow and use the limited carbon dioxide in photosynthesis, the quantity in the atmosphere 

reduces and thus so does the temperature. Earth’s terrestrial carbon store accounts for most of 

the carbon, with the atmospheric portion being relatively small. According to the time at 

which this occurs in the model we can expect to see a reduction (early model) or increase 

(late model) in growth. In both these situations the temperature would decrease.  

 

As explained by the previous paragraphs it is clear that the addition of carbon dioxide will be 

a strong feedback in the Daisyworld model. Given the strength, it is expected that more 

oscillation will be seen in the results. 
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Aims 

The aims of this project are primarily investigative and involve a certain element of repetition 

and recreation of previously completed studies. Daisyworld has existed since the original 

proposal by Watson and Lovelock in 1983. Since then, many papers have been produced that 

experiment with the Daisyworld model. Some have expanded on the original, others have 

criticised the limitations of the model and analysed its sensitivities. One thing is clear 

however, that the simplicity of Daisyworld is maintained through all of the studies. This 

project will expand the simplicity to its limits by adding latitudinal variation and single 

feedbacks whilst maintaining the Daisyworld model as a base. 

 

It is the intention of this thesis to apply a similar exploratory methodology for the 

development of Daisyworld. Obviously, having no past experience in the field of modeling 

or climate studies will limit the complexity of the results and interpretation. Yet Lovelock 

had never intended Daisyworld to be a complex model and definitive ‘proof’ of the Gaian 

hypothesis, only a useful tool to illustrate the potential for considering earth as a single 

physiological being.  

 

Similarly, the models that are created in MATLAB® during this project will be kept 

relatively simple to those used in climate modeling. By this method of simplicity, it will be 

clear how individual feedbacks described in the Literature Review section affect the 

temperature and other climatic components such as water vapour and carbon dioxide. 

 

Initially, Watson and Lovelock’s original Daisyworld will be created using the MATLAB® 

program. Later, latitudinal variation will be added to replicate variation in insolation and the 

heat transfer throughout the latitudes. This will most likely demonstrate both spatial and 

temporal succession of the black daisies by the white type. Once the latitudinal variation has 

been completed, this makes way for other climate feedbacks to be added to the model. 

 

Using the knowledge and equations described in 2, the latitudinal model will be replicated 

and modified to add each of the feedbacks that are described. The individual feedback 

models will all produce the essential data of temperature, albedo and daisy area, as well as 

additional parameters such as water vapour if needed. 

 

The nature of the methodology is unlike a typical scientific experiment. Since only the first 

part of this project has been created before there is very little to compare to the latter part. 

This applies to both methodology and results. The interpretation of the data will be more 
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speculative due to the fact that there is no base to compare the results to. No empirical data 

from the earth’s climate system is used in the model modifications, and this would generally 

indicate that there are few applications for the results. However, it should be noted here that 

the models are designed to be tools to illustrate the potential for each feedback. 

 

Daisyworld modeling uses no empirical data from the earth, with the exception of the current 

earth insolation value, the growth limits of daisies and the heat transfer approximations. 

These values are used to make the model produce comprehendible results, that is, results that 

may reflect an earth system response. Mimicking an earth system with a simple model like 

Daisyworld is crude yet powerful, because each individual element of the models can be 

changed and the effect seen visually through a graphical output.  

 

At the completion of this thesis it is hoped that a very good familiarity with Daisyworld will 

be achieved. The addition of latitudinal variation and heat transfer will enable the model to 

apply to a more realistic planetary situation. After the replication of the latitude-variable 

model and the addition of an individual feedback the models will be comparable to each 

other. They will serve as a useful tool to highlight the relative strength of each feedback, and 

could possibly be used as a simple learning tool. 
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Methods 
Throughout this section, the Daisyworld model construction has been undertaken using the 

MATLAB® program by Mathworks®. There is an element of background knowledge of 

MATLAB® that is required to understand some of the terminology used and the language-

specific methods utilized in the programming. When looking through the m-files in the 

Appendices, section 1, the variables that can be changed in addition to the arguments are 

generally at the beginning of the script. 

 

This section details the use of ‘tuning variables’ which are constants that can be changed by 

the user to produce more sensible or comprehendible results. In a computer model that 

represents a true earth situation the equations used in the model would be those that are 

derived by the empirical evidence provided by the earth system. Since the Daisyworld 

models aim to show the strengths of the feedbacks  

 

1. Assumptions 

1.1. Daisyworld 
The original Daisyworld model was very simple but was designed precisely this way to 

highlight the albedo feedback that the daisies provide to the temperature. There are many 

obvious assumptions that can be drawn from the lack of complexity in Daisyworld. For 

example, the heat conduction is assumed to be in between perfect and zero as outlined in 

Literature Review, section 1.1. 

 

In the simple Daisyworld model, no atmosphere or oceans are present. These two 

components of the earth are responsible for most of the horizontal heat transport and storage, 

thus neglecting them is not scientific. Heat transfer in the zero dimensional (0D) model is 

approximated by q, which is stated as the heat flux coefficient. Using this, the local 

temperature of the daisies can differ from the emission temperature and the model can 

illustrate the feedbacks that it is intended to show. The heat flux coefficient incorporates 

atmospheric and oceanic heat transfer into its approximation to give a value of q similar to 

what earth would experience on a small scale. 

 

Since Daisyworld has no air, rain, atmosphere or clouds it is necessary for the user to realize 

that the model demonstrates the albedo feedback only and is not intended to be complex. 

This aside, the daisy growth is only limited by temperature, space and time. It is assumed that 

water, nutrients and air, the essential growth requirements are available through time and 
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space. Also, since the numerical solution requires some minimum area to start growth it is 

therefore assumed that the daisy seeds of both species are permanently distributed around the 

Daisyworld. This is of particular importance in later models where the spatial variation far 

exceeds the scale of the original 0D Daisyworld, which can be thought of as a ‘patch’ of 

ground. 

 

Section 1.2 makes some generalizations about daisy growth. In a real-life biological 

situation, growth of an organism would not be dependent only upon temperature and 

available space such as the situation in Daisyworld. It would be likely that other factors like 

inter-species competition, moisture, nutrients, the environmental niche of the organism, 

predators and plagues would affect its growth. Making growth a simple parabolic function of 

temperature is a big assumption and only is done to maintain simplicity. Also, another 

assumption is made that the temperature range of growth for both species of daisies is the 

same. This would be unlikely in a true situation. 

 

1.2. Replicating the existing modifications to Daisyworld 
James Lovelock (2000) added a third species of daisies two his original Daisyworld model to 

show that the system retained its ability to regulate planetary temperature in the face of 

competition. He assumed that the third species, called the ‘cheats’ or the grey daisies had a 

similar growth rate and death rate, yet their albedo was equal or close to that of bare ground. 

Using these grey daisies that would not give significant temperature feedback would 

ultimately starve the coloured daisies of available bare ground in which to grow. He also 

imposed a 5% growth rate penalty on the coloured daisies because they would have to create 

pigment. In the replication of Lovelock’s modifications to his original work, the same 

assumptions have been incorporated into the MATLAB® script. 

 

As well as the addition of the grey daisies to his original model, Lovelock again altered the 

original to include predators to the daisies (rabbits), predators to the rabbits (foxes), and 

periodic plagues to the daisies. This was intended to demonstrate the robustness of 

Daisyworld and show how the temperature remains relatively stable throughout the 

simulation. His assumptions mainly dealt with the severity of the daisy plagues. He added 4 

evenly spaced plagues, each killing 30% of the daisies. The growth and death rates of the 

rabbits and foxes are not specified, so some assumptions are made.  

 

The assumptions that are made for the predator modified Daisyworld are mainly to do with 

the constants. In typical ecosystem food chains, only a fraction of the producer’s biomass is 
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converted into the consumer’s tissues. This is because of the losses associated with 

respiration and repair for example. In the model the daisies are the producers and only a 

fraction of their biomass is passed onto the next trophic level in the form of rabbits. 

Likewise, the foxes may eat a rabbit, but only a small fraction is held in their tissues and 

stored as biomass. The level of biomass fixation between trophic levels is represented by 

constants at the beginning of the m-file. 

 

The growth of each predator is assumed to be quite fast, given the anecdotal evidence of 

rabbits and foxes as vermin. When good growth conditions prevail, such as the conditions on 

Daisyworld, the growth rate is dependent only upon food and space. Like the daisies are 

limited by the amount of bare ground of which to grow, so are the predators. The predators 

need a certain space in between them to live and this is represented by their maximum 

potential populations of 1. It should therefore be noted that the populations of daisies, rabbits 

and foxes are not proportional to each other. 

 

Just as in the original Daisyworld model, the growth of each organism depends on the 

previous time step’s food source or bare ground availability, as well as its previous 

population from which to grow. It is important to create the model with variables from the 

last time step, e.g. ‘oldAwhite’ which holds the previous white daisy area. It is easy to miss 

this trap of using current values, particularly when the daisy area is created before the rabbit 

population and then the fox population. This is the case and it seems logical, but it is not thus 

care must be exercised. 

 

1.3. Latitudinal variation addition to Daisyworld 
The main assumptions that are made when adding latitudinal variation to the original 

Daisyworld model have to do with the heat transfer between latitudes. If there was no heat 

transfer in the latitude variant model the temperature would be dependent upon daisy growth 

and insolation only. The earth would experience extremes of temperature if this were the 

case, thus it is necessary to rectify this problem by adding a good latitudinal heat transfer 

approximation. The equivalent in the 0D Daisyworld is the horizontal heat flux coefficient, q. 

This allows the feedback of the daisies to occur. 

 

Being a numerical model that is created using MATLAB®, the way in which the program 

works makes it difficult to transfer heat in any other way but from adjacent latitudes. It is 

because the program that was created utilizes loops, thus each latitude division undergoes a 
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calculation for each time step. Therefore, an effective method of transferring heat from the 

equator to the poles was derived.   

 

First of all, latitudinal heat transfer was experimented with by approximating the heat transfer 

from low to high latitudes using a simple method. This was done by multiplying an 

exponential function which was supposed to mimic the high mid and high latitudes 

horizontal heat transfer. This was then multiplied by the difference between adjacent 

latitudes and then adding it to the higher latitude temperature.  

 

Equation 11: The approximation for latitudinal heat transfer. 
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Where: f = each latitude division from the equator (increases to poles). 

 )(emissionfT = the emission temperature of latitude division [˚K]. 

 fT = the temperature without heat from adjacent lower latitude [˚K]. 

 div = the number of latitude divisions between the poles. 

 q = the heat flux coefficient [K-4]. 

 heatcon = the constant used for experimentation or tuning. See Methods, 2.4. 

 

This approximation is based upon other approximations used in simple climate modelling. It 

appears to give an earth-like temperature range throughout the latitudes which is good 

considering that the heat transfer is based solely on adjacent latitude transfer. In the complex 

earth system there are many other ways that heat can ‘skip’ adjacent latitudes and end up 

dissipating at higher ones. For example, the Hadley, Ferrel and Polar convection cells 

transfer heat via the upper atmosphere. Ocean currents such as the Gulf Stream in the 

Atlantic Ocean keep northern Europe and America significantly warmer than if there were no 

currents. These systems act as ‘conveyor belts’ because they have a storage of heat which is 

bypassed to another location. The heat transfer approximation gives a reasonable range of 

temperatures across the latitudes given the simplicity of the Daisyworld-based model. Being 

a 1D model, the heat transfer between latitudes is obviously an averaged value as we do not 

consider longitude in the model. 
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The heat transfer between latitudes is initially created after daisy growth had occurred to test 

the approximation and because it is simpler to achieve this from a programming perspective. 

Logically, the daisy growth should occur after the heat from the sun has been transferred 

from the lower latitudes, thus an amendment to the programming must take place. This is 

explained fully in Methods, Calculations, section 2.4. 

   

1.4. Ice albedo addition to Daisyworld 
Adding ice albedo feedback to the latitudinal variant Daisyworld in relatively simple 

however there are a few problems that need to be addressed. Again, the model is confronted 

by common sense issues such as ‘how does snow cover happen when there are no clouds to 

form precipitation?’ 

 

Obviously, the simplicity of the model nullifies these problems. Section 1.4 outlines the 

effect of solar zenith angle and how the albedo effectively changes, particularly for the Polar 

Regions. Once again, this is not considered in the addition of ice albedo feedback to the 

Daisyworld model. It should therefore be noted that the result’s interpretations should 

consider this effect being absent. 

 

Hartmann (2000) details the complexity of ice albedo feedback in chapter 9.4. There are 

many assumptions that are made when the ice albedo is added. The main assumption used in 

this modeling has to do with the temperature at which the ice forms. Ice can exist at 

temperatures of 273 ˚K or below, but it would be unreasonable to assume this in a model. 

Firstly, diurnal temperature ranges that are (not actually modeled in Daisyworld) would not 

allow an ice sheet to form because it melts every day. When considering permanent ice cover 

we can approximate the cover to being present in areas with an average temperature less than 

or equal to -10˚C (Hartmann, c1994). This forms the base method for ice cover in the ice 

albedo feedback addition to Daisyworld. 

 

Since water freezes at 0 ˚C it seems unreasonable to only change the albedo for permanent 

ice sheets that exist at less than or equal to -10˚C. Snow cover can exist throughout a season 

such that the average albedo would be significantly affected. This is indeed common for 

earth, where huge seasonal variations exist on the continents, for example Siberia. Therefore 

to reduce this abnormality the model can incorporate another approximation for albedo where 

the temperature is lower than 0 ˚C but above the temperature at which permanent ice forms. 
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This simple linear approximation is presented in Equation 12: The albedo approximation for 

temperatures 263<T<273 ˚K. Note that this equation is defined only on the interval {263, 

273} ˚K. For temperatures greater than 273 ˚K the albedo is equal to that of the planetary 

albedo, see Equation 2: Average planetary albedo. Below temperatures of 263 ˚K the 

permanent ice maintains an albedo of ‘icealbedo’ (see Equation 12). 

 

Equation 12: The albedo approximation for temperatures 263<T<273 ˚K. 
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Where: ! = the albedo at a point. 

 icealbedo= the permanent ice sheet albedo. 

  T = the temperature [˚K]. 

 

We are also not considering the small positive feedback that ice gives when it forms or melts. 

This arises from the latent heat of fusion which is absorbed when ice forms or released when 

ice melts. The time scales used in Daisyworld modeling are very large and the latent heat of 

fusion has a relatively small effect on the temperature. For example, if the Greenland ice 

sheet melted in one year then the heat budget (among other problems) would be greatly 

affected and an energy balance such as that used in the Daisyworld modifications would not 

be suitable. However, if the ice melts over several million years such as the timescales in 

Daisyworld modeling then there is a negligible effect on the heat budget and an energy 

balance is a good approximation. 

 

1.5. Water vapour addition to Daisyworld 
Based on empirical knowledge of earth’s humidity, this modification involves new 

approximations and alterations to latitudinal Daisyworld model. It aims to highlight the 

positive feedback that water vapour produces. There are obvious assumptions that have 

already been mentioned, such as the fact that Daisyworld has no atmosphere and would not 

be able to hold water vapour. Cloud formations are also not considered as they change the 

insolation and increase the model’s complexity unnecessarily.  

 

On earth, water is abundant in the form of the oceans, as well as land moisture and interior 

water bodies. This is the main reason why the humidity is often close to its maximum, which 

is defined by the saturation vapour pressure (related to temperature). In the water vapour 
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feedback Daisyworld, the saturation vapour pressure follows the rules that define the earth’s 

water vapour system. Obviously, with no surface water, Daisyworld could not exert such 

levels of humidity, constituting the main assumption. It should be remembered however, that 

Daisyworld is used as a useful tool to highlight the roles of individual feedbacks.  

 

In comparison to other feedbacks such as ice or carbon dioxide, water vapour has a very 

quick response to changing temperature. The timescales in Daisyworld are very large (in the 

order of billions of years) so this leads us to another assumption. The model utilizes the heat 

storage of the previous time step at each latitude, however it is necessary to note that water 

vapour feedback is not directly involved in daisy growth.  

 

The way that the model gives temperature feedback is an assumption based on the relative 

differences in the humidity and temperature of the equator-side adjacent latitude. After the 

latitudinal heat transfer (Equation 11) is complete the latitudinal humidity (a function of the 

equatorial humidity) is calculated. The temperature feedback is then calculated as a function 

of the latitudinal temperature and the quantity of water vapour at that latitude. For further 

explanation, see Methods, section 2.6. 

 

1.6. Carbon dioxide addition to Daisyworld 
The main assumption involved in this part of the Daisyworld modification is that the carbon 

dioxide is limited, and that all carbon is gaseous in the form of carbon dioxide if it is not a 

product of photosynthesis. Thus the carbon must exist either in daisy tissue or as carbon 

dioxide. These assumptions are not like the situation on earth, that is where carbon is stored 

over long timescales, but given that Daisyworld has no plate tectonics or weathering to store 

carbon in the lithography it is a reasonable assumption to keep simplicity. 

 

When animal or plant tissue decomposes it does not immediately form carbon dioxide. 

Methane and many other forms of carbon will exist, but for simplicity’s sake the carbon 

dioxide-modified Daisyworld model assumes that the carbon can exist in daisy tissue or the 

atmosphere only. There is no transition stage between the carbon dioxide gas and the carbon 

in the daisy plants. Of course, this in unrealistic but the model represents a very large 

temporal scale and this is not a totally unjustified assumption. 

 

Another assumption made in this model is when temperature feedback occurs from the 

presence of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The feedback is equal at all latitudes and is 

dependent only upon the carbon dioxide at each latitude division. Obviously, this is a major 
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approximation because the feedback from greenhouse gases depends on the long wave 

radiation from the planet. The warmer the emission temperature, the greater the long wave 

radiation and feedback. Again, the model is confronted with problems regarding the 

complexity of the design, which had originally intended to be simple. 

 

It is a reasonable assumption to assume that carbon dioxide mixes perfectly throughout the 

model’s virtual atmosphere. The carbon dioxide averaged over the latitudes first affects the 

temperature before the daisy growth is calculated. Intuitively, the growth should be a 

continuous process, such that within the time step there should be a different growth rate as 

the carbon dioxide is absorbed or released to or from the daisy’s tissue. However, it should 

be noted that the model is a numerical approximation to the analytical solution, and that the 

number of time steps relative to incoming solar radiation was increased to compensate for the 

two stage feedback of carbon dioxide.  

 

The model modification has variables that the user can change at the beginning of the m-file. 

These can be altered to change the function output very significantly, however for the 

purposes of this project it is desired to see how the individual feedback of carbon dioxide 

works on the temperature. In the Appendices, section 1.6, the variables have been set such 

that the function provides comprehendible results.  

 

2. Calculations 
This section outlines the methodology of how the computer model was constructed using the 

information as presented in the Literature Review. As previously mentioned, MATLAB® 

was used to create ‘m-files’ which are designed accordingly to carry out iterative procedures 

that are required for Daisyworld modelling. Although the majority of the calculations made 

in the model are made according to an equation derived from physical situations, some have 

been approximated to keep the model simple or to avoid extreme difficulty in the 

construction. For example, in the carbon dioxide feedback model it is not practical to use 

values in parts per million (ppm) because the model does not actually have an atmosphere. 

Thus the carbon store is approximated to the parameters of the modified Daisyworld model. 

 

2.1. Common base method 
Common to all models that have been created for this project is the simple Daisyworld 

methodology. This involves several steps in a particular order and each is mentioned in the 

following explanations. A detailed description of the equations is given in section 1. 
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Firstly, to satisfy the global energy balance the planetary albedo (αp) must be calculated. This 

averaged value is simply derived from multiplying the areas of each daisy colour and bare 

ground by their respective albedo to form an average as shown in Equation 2: Average 

planetary albedo. We then can substitute the radiation (S0) into Equation 1: Emission 

temperature for a body in energy balance (Te).  

 

Once the emission temperature of the planet has been determined the local temperatures at 

each of the daisies must be calculated. Using the horizontal heat flux (q), each Tlocal is 

determined and the growth of each daisy can then be calculated according to Equation 7 and 

Equation 8. In all of the Daisyworld modifications the heat flux coefficient (q) is made so 

that it is simple by modifying Equation 4. The fourth-root of the right hand side and fourth 

power of the emission temperature are removed, and ‘q’ is adjusted accordingly to a value 

normally around 15 to 20. For the original Daisyworld model, this equates to a local black 

daisy temperature of 7.5 ˚K more than the emission temperature. Ultimately, it gives ease to 

the user when they are trying to test the effect of ‘q’ because they do not have to work with a 

large number and proportional changes are easier to visualise. 

 

Because the model is a numerical iterative procedure and does not necessarily follow to 

limits of the analytical solution, it is important to constrain the area of daisies. The lower 

limit is set to about 1% area, which can be assumed to be the seeds of the daisies. If the were 

no seeds (daisy area) to begin with, growth would never occur as it is dependent upon the 

current area of daisies. Likewise, the upper limit must be constrained to 100% area, because 

if the death rate of the daisies is set to zero then numerical rounding errors in a computer 

program like MATLAB® can lead to this problem. 

 

Once the growth of each daisy has been determined this is then added to the previous areas of 

each daisy to give the new area. Then the new areas are used to calculate the new average 

planetary albedo. Using the new solar radiation value (S0), new emission and local 

temperatures are then derived and the cycle continues for each time step. The following flow 

chart visualises the common process described.  
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2.2. Original Daisyworld creation 
Expectantly, replicating Watson and Lovelock’s (1983) original Daisyworld experiment 

follows the base methodology as described in previous Common base method section. There 

are only a few additions to the base methods, and these primarily include the necessary 

programming for the time steps which are carried out by a ‘for’ loop procedure in 

MATLAB®.  

 

Each time that any of the Daisyworld based models are run, they use a series of iterations, 

where for each iteration the insolation (S0) increases an increment towards the final 

insolation value. Obviously, the increment size that is added to the previous value of S0 is 

equal to the difference in initial and final insolation divided by the number of time steps. For 

the original Daisyworld model the number of time steps was set to 100 for a 100% rise in 

insolation. This gives a sufficient resolution but can be changed by editing the m-file.   

 

Using the methodology presented in the flowchart in section 2.1, the array of increasing S0 

values is used, one for each time step. Each loop undertaken in the m-file calculates the 

planetary albedo (αp), emission temperature (Te), local daisy temperatures (Tlocal), daisy 

growth and the new daisy areas. It then stores the results and passes the area information 

back into the loop for the next time step. After the loop has run for each time step, the stored 

results are graphed. Temperature, planetary albedo and daisy growth are graphed against 

time. 
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There are many inputs that can be altered in Daisyworld. By modifying the constants at the 

beginning of the m-files the user can drastically change the results. The constants are set to 

what were originally specified by Watson and Lovelock (1983), thus a change in any of these 

parameters will serve to highlight the sensitivities of the Daisyworld model (also see section 

3 of the results section). 

 

To see the m-file script (with commentary) in its entirety, see section 1.1 in the Appendices. 

 

2.3. Addition of existing modifications 
Adding ‘cheats’ to the original Daisyworld model is a relatively simple process once the 

original has been constructed. It involves the creation of a few more variables at the 

beginning of the m-file, such as the albedo of the grey daisies and the growth penalties that 

are applied to the coloured daisies for needing to produce pigment. These are then used in 

precisely the same method as the original Daisyworld model, where Equation 2, Equation 3 

and Equation 4 incorporate a new aspect in the form of the grey daisies. This is quite self 

explanatory and can be seen in the differences between the original and ‘cheats’ Daisyworld 

models. These scripts can be seen in the Appendices, sections 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. 

 

The addition of rabbits, foxes and daisy plagues to the original Daisyworld is far more 

difficult than the addition of cheats. Firstly, there are several more constants that must be 

defined such that the model can produce comprehendible results. These are necessary to 

control the additional growth equations in the model; however the extra complexity leads to 

more difficulty in the ‘tuning’ of the model. In other words, the possible combinations of 

results is a function of the number of variables, thus it is difficult to tune the variables to 

provide comprehendible results. This ultimately led to multiple attempts at replicating 

growth. They include Equation 13 to Equation 15. 

 

Creating the plagues in the Daisyworld modification is relatively easy. The user can change 

the number and severity of the plagues at the beginning of the m-file. The plagues are then 

evenly distributed throughout the time that the model represents. Each time that there is a 

plague, (1-severity) is multiplied by the current black and white daisy populations. These 

daisy kills occur at the end of each time step after the growth has taken place  
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Equation 13: Initial attempt at modelling predator growth. 

( )( )rdeathRabbiteRabbitrfix
dt

dRabbit Daisyareareat
!!!=

! )1(*1* *
 

 

Where: 
dt

dRabbit = growth in rabbit population for that time step. 

  rfix  = the fraction of daisy food consumed that the rabbit fixes to its biomass. 

  Rabbit = the rabbit population from the previous time step. 

   reat  = the accessibility of the daisies to the rabbits. 

  rdeath  = the rabbit death rate per time step. 

   

Equation 13 was the first attempt at replicating predator growth and obtaining 

comprehendible results similar to those shown in Figure 3: Daisyworld modified to include a 

simple food chain and catastrophic plagues (Lovelock 2000). The fox growth was modelled 

on precisely the same equation, but obviously with the respective population numbers 

changed. The two variables rfix  and reat  were introduced to fine tune the model and so that 

it makes more intuitive sense. For example using the equivalent of reat , the fox population 

would never have full accessibility to the rabbits as food, as they must be caught and there is 

an element of chance involved in this process. 

 

Equation 14: Attempt two at modelling predator growth. 

( )( )rdeathDaisyareareateRabbit
dt

dRabbit Daisyareagrab
!!=

!
**1

*

 

 

Where: grab = an arbitrary constant used primarily for tuning. 

 

Equation 14 proved to be a little more versatile in producing good results, meaning that other 

parameters such as daisy growth temperature limits, the horizontal heat flux coefficient or 

starting daisy area could be changed without making the predator growth senseless. There 

were, however, many weaknesses in the growth approximation. 

 

Equation 15: The equation used for predator growth in the model. 

( )( )rdeathDaisyareareatRabbitgrab
dt

dRabbit
!=

2

**  
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Equation 15 proved to be the simplest and best implemented method of approximating the 

growth. Its weakness is that it does not account for the energy lost during respiration because 

rfix  is not included. Although originally thought to be important, this variable can be 

omitted because it only changes the populations of the predators relative to their food source 

and will not affect the overall Daisyworld system, given that the growth rates are high 

enough to adapt to daisy plagues. 

 

To see the m-file script (with commentary) in its entirety, see section 1.2 in the Appendices. 

 

2.4. Addition of latitudinal variation 
Adding latitudinal variation to the Daisyworld model does involve a significant amount of 

extra MATLAB® script to be created. The main addition is the extra ‘for’ loop, which is 

used for each latitude division. This latitude loop exists within the time step loop, thus 

increasing the number of computations involved by a factor of the number of latitude 

divisions. The number of latitude divisions in these Daisyworld modifications is set at 179, 

which is the equivalent of a computation at each degree between the north and south poles of 

a planet.  

 

In addition to the extra ‘for’ loop, another m-file was created. This was another function that 

was to be used for other Daisyworld models and thus it was more time effective to create 

this. Essentially, the function within the function performs the same role but does so by using 

the other script. All of the necessary variables are passed in between the ‘host’ and ‘called’ 

functions such that the information at each time step and latitude division can be collected 

and stored. It is also necessary for the variables to be altered in some cases, particularly when 

the heat transfer approximation is passed to the next time step. This is discussed in detail 

later in this section.  

 

Adding different latitudes to the model requires a calculation of the insolation for each 

division to account for the different angles of incidence. This is done simply by multiplying 

the sine of the current latitude by the equatorial insolation value. But the emission 

temperature at each latitude division of a planet does not depend solely upon the insolation it 

receives because the energy balance is more complex. Heat transfers from other regions on 

the planet and thus the emission temperature must be calculated with these factors 

considered. 
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As described in section 3 of the Literature Review, heat transfer budgets can be complex. In 

Daisyworld there are no oceans or atmosphere to transfer the heat so it is approximated using 

a simple mathematical method. Approximations in climate modelling are common due to the 

complexity of the system they attempt to predict. Daisyworld is already a simple model with 

no empirical basis to create heat transfer equations, thus it is necessary to adapt some new 

approximations for this modification. 

 

The model uses a simple method of transferring heat from the equator to the poles. It is done 

this way at the end of each latitude loop for each time step. Each latitude division has its 

temperature difference to the polar-side adjacent division calculated and then some of the 

difference is added to the polar-side cell. This gives a flow of temperature (heat) towards the 

higher latitudes from the equator. The more detailed description of the maths is highlighted 

in Methods, section 1.3, particularly in Equation 11: The approximation for latitudinal heat 

transfer. 

 

When the latitudinal heat transfer approximation has been used to calculate the emission 

temperature it is necessary to prepare the data for the next time step. This is because the next 

insolation value will affect the emission temperature and the current insolation will no longer 

be valid. The heat transfer is passed back into the next time step loop so that the daisies can 

grow according to their effects on the temperature from the previous time. 

 

Added to the latitudinal heat transfer approximation are some further variables that are 

necessary in achieving comprehendible results. One of these is a constant (denoted ‘heatcon’ 

in the m-file) that can be altered in the m-file and is responsible for dictating the amount of 

heat transferred to the polar-side adjacent latitude division. It must lie between 0 and 1, being 

the lower and upper extremes of heat transfer respectively, whilst according to Equation 11: 

The approximation for latitudinal heat transfer.  

 

Another constant has been added to the model to allow the model planet to cool down more 

effectively and behave in an earth-like manner. If this variable did not exist (or if it is set to 

1) the model with behave as a planet with an infinite heat reservoir, yet this is impossible. 

Denoted as ‘outgoingheat’ in the m-file, this variable is set as 0.9, but can be set to as low as 

0.75 and as high as 1.  
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At the end of the function is the plotting script that creates the graphs which the function 

outputs. These plots include temperature, albedo and daisy area versus latitude and time in a 

series of two and three dimensional regular and surface plots. This forms the base plotting 

scheme for the other feedbacks that are added to the modified Daisyworld model. To see the 

m-file script (with commentary) in its entirety, see section 1.3 in the Appendices. 

 

2.5. Addition of ice albedo feedback 
The addition of ice albedo feedback to the latitudinal model involved the least modifications 

to the latitudinal model. The calculations are mostly the same except for some additional 

code which uses an ‘if’ statement. This statement applies an albedo according to temperature 

and is the basis of the ice albedo feedback modification. According to the freezing point of 

water and the formation of permanent ice sheets at 273 ˚K and 263 ˚K respectively, Equation 

12 dictates the albedo during this range. Using an ‘if’ statement in the m-file was all that was 

necessary to incorporate the temperature dependent albedo. Once the albedo calculated by 

the ‘called’ function are passed back to the ‘host’ function it performs the calculation using 

the ‘if’ statement. If the temperature at latitude is <273 ˚K, then Equation 12 is applied. If the 

temperature is <263 ˚K, then the albedo is set to the user-defined ‘icealbedo’ (see m-file). 

The albedo data is then fed back into the function for the next time step so that the emission 

temperature can be calculated at each latitude division according to the albedo and insolation. 

 

This addition to the latitudinal variation Daisyworld modification is relatively simple when 

compared to the water vapour feedback model, but the simplicity enables more flexibility in 

the variables at the beginning of the m-file; see Appendices, section Addition of ice albedo 

feedback. 

 

2.6. Addition of water vapour feedback 
Equation 10 relates the saturation vapour pressure and temperature. It needs new variables to 

be introduced, however these are initialised within the loops and are not changed by the user. 

Each time step involves calculation of the temperature-defined water vapour and then the 

feedback to temperature, all within the loop that transfers heat from the low to high latitudes. 

This is different to the other modifications made because there is a direct response to 

temperature for the same time step. The water vapour is newly calculated for each time step, 

whereas other feedback like carbon dioxide depends on previous time steps. However, 

similar to the other models, the transferred heat from the previous step is used again with the 

new insolation to calculate the daisy growth.  
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Within each time loop there is a calculation for daisy growth at each latitude division, and 

another calculation for heat transfer and water vapour feedback for each latitude division. 

Using two loops instead of one consumes more computer processing power and time; 

however the model takes only a few more seconds than normal to produce a reasonable 

resolution. The advantage of using two latitude loops for the same time step is that the 

Daisyworld base function (within the water vapour function) does not have to be modified as 

drastically. 

 

With seemingly unlimited water available in Daisyworld, the water vapour quantity depends 

only upon the temperature. Being such a strong positive feedback, the model requires 

constraints on the saturation vapour pressure and the change between latitudes of this vapour 

pressure. If these constraints were not applied to the numerical approximation of humidity 

then the feedbacks become ridiculously overwhelming to the temperature and severe 

oscillation will occur. Even with these constraints the model will still experience some data 

‘spikes’ and oscillations that are a result of the crude numerical method that the model 

employs. 

 

Specifically, within each time step and after the daisy growth has been calculated, the second 

latitude loop performs in the following steps. Firstly, the equatorial water vapour is 

determined as a percentage of the saturation vapour pressure. In a similar method to the 

latitudinal transfer of heat, the humidity is calculated relative to the equator-side (previous) 

latitude water vapour calculation. The difference in temperature between the latitudes is 

directly proportional to the difference in saturation vapour pressure, as according to Equation 

10. Thus the water vapour pressure of each latitude division is determined, and now the 

temperature feedback that this provides is calculated. The temperature feedback is defined by 

Equation 16. 

Equation 16: The water vapour feedback to temperature. 

L

RT
humiditydhumidityTintensedT *)/(**=  

 

Where: dT = the temperature feedback that is added to the emission temperature [˚K]. 

  intense = the strength of the feedback (tuning constant). 

  T = the temperature defined by the latitudinal heat transfer approximation. 
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dhumidity = the difference in water vapour level between the equator-side and 

current latitudes. 

humidity = the current latitude humidity as defined by the temperature and equatorial 

water vapour. 

 

The feedback to temperature is used to create the new emission temperature and it is then 

stored for the next time step. This is somewhat limiting, as ideally the quantity of water 

vapour should be calculated at every latitude, however this is impossible to recreate in this 

model design. If it was to be attempted there would be an infinite feedback and there would 

be no comprehendible results produced.   

 

2.7. Addition of carbon dioxide feedback 
Adding carbon dioxide to the model involved some changes to the latitudinal variable model. 

Firstly, the number of iterations per unit time had to be changed. This was necessary due to 

the growth restriction applied to the daisies. The restriction arises from the quantity of carbon 

dioxide available for photosynthesis, that is, a direct relationship between potential daisy 

growth and atmospheric carbon dioxide. The number of iterations is simply changed at the 

beginning of the m-file, and is denoted by the variable ‘numba.’ Initially set to 100 in earlier 

models, the number of time steps was doubled to 200, which gave a good resolution with 

comprehendible results. 

 

The model also required that the quantity of carbon dioxide was limited. Denoted by ‘carbon’ 

at the beginning of the m-file, the user can increase or decrease the variable to change the 

total quantity of carbon dioxide available on the planet. It ultimately affects the temperature 

and growth rate of the model and is kept at the same units as daisy area. For example, if 100 

latitude divisions are used and ‘carbon’ is set to 150, then the number of carbon units will be 

equal to 1.5 per latitude division. For each latitude division the loop performs a calculation 

for temperature and daisy growth according to the carbon dioxide available, although this is 

in addition to the base methods of section 2.1. The atmospheric carbon dioxide is then 

calculated by using the total initial value (‘carbon’) and subtracting the total daisy area from 

all latitudes. This leaves the total amount of carbon dioxide available for the next time step, 

which is averaged over the number of latitude divisions. The growth rate is affected 

according to Equation 17, as seen below. 
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Equation 17: The growth of daisies is dependent on the atmospheric carbon quantity. 

)*exp(1 carbavconstgres !!=  

 

Where: gres = the daisy growth restriction coefficient. Is multiplied by β, the 

 temperature dependent growth function. 

const = user defined tuning variable. Inversely proportional to the growth  

restriction. 

carbav = the total carbon divided by the number of latitude divisions to give 

the available carbon to that latitude. 

 

Another addition to the latitudinal variable Daisyworld model is the extra plotting schemes 

that are included at the end of the m-file. As well as the plots of temperature, albedo and 

daisy area versus time and latitude, a two dimensional plot has been added to show the total 

quantity of carbon dioxide in the virtual atmosphere throughout time. It is plotted alongside 

the total daisy growth throughout time to show that the two are closely linked. 

 

To view the m-file (with commentary) in its entirety, see Appendices, section 1.6. 
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Results 
It is suggested that the results are read through in order. In the same way that the project was 

exploratory in nature, the results are presented in chronological order. They generally 

increase in complexity throughout this section. It has been written to avoid multiple 

repetitions in the text, constantly expanding on earlier results. If read in order the reader 

should be a good understanding of what is being presented. The structure of the project’s 

exploratory approach should also become clearer. 

 

1. Initial model attempt results 
It is important to present the initial models’ results because a large time was spent trying to 

explain the behaviour that they produce and then amend the code to create the results that the 

user would expect. Over the course of this project the results were improved according to the 

improvements made mainly to the heat transfer approximation for the latitudinal variable 

models, see Methods, section 1.3. Several ‘tuning’ variables that were written about in the 

Methods section could be eliminated and the models are made less complex. But the tuning 

variables still played a time consuming role in this project. The possible combinations made 

were only limited by the number of these variables. Generally, the more complex the model 

was, the more tuning variables were present and the number of possibilities increased. 

Finding the comprehendible results out of all of the possible combinations of tuning variables 

was difficult. Later in the project the model approximations (simple functions) were 

improved and the amount of variables could be reduced. 

 

 The main problems experienced with the initial attempts were the huge latitudinal 

discrepancies in temperature, daisy growth and albedo. Since temperature and daisy growth 

were semi independent variables it seemed clear that something was wrong in the 

synthesized insolation data input rather than the model construction, so debugging time was 

concentrated here. Different insolation inputs were tried, including the increasing and 

decreasing schemes, without improvement.  

 

When constructing a model to represent the heat transfer from the equator it would be 

expected that the temperature would not differ greatly from adjacent latitudes. And according 

to this temperature, daisy growth would also be relatively consistent. But this was not present 

in the initial models as shown by some of the results in the following figures. The spatial and 

temporal succession can still be easily identified, but obviously the data is not smooth and 

work needed to be done to improve the ‘smoothness’ of the data.  
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Figure 4: An initial attempt at adding latitudinal variation- daisy area versus latitude and time. 

 

Figure 4 shows the inelegant daisy growth throughout time and space. There is a huge 

variation in the growth, even between adjacent latitudes where the growth is expected not to 

be very different. The growth seemed relatively consistent around the equator and thus it was 

assumed that the latitudinal heat transfer approximation was not very successful, as the 

higher latitudes suffered the data discrepancies relative to the expected results. Many 

attempts at improving the approximation were tried until the figures in Results, section 2 

were produced. Relative to the initial attempts, these models produced appealing data with 

few unexpected abnormalities. 
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Figure 5: The initial attempt at water vapour addition- temperature versus latitude and time. 

 

 

Figure 6: The initial attempt at water vapour feedback- albedo versus latitude and time. 

 

Figure 5 clearly shows some unexpected temperature variations that are asymmetrical and 

inconsistent. This variation is extremely difficult to attribute to an error in the model design, 

because symmetry should be achieved and the ‘spikes’ and ‘ridges’ of temperature are not 

symmetrical. Since the error could not be identified, this led to many trial heat transfer 

approximations. The data continued to be rough and unpredictable until Equation 11: The 
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approximation for latitudinal heat transfer. was derived through experimentation. Figure 6 

also produced unexpected results for the albedo of the planet and is a direct function of the 

daisy growth. Of particular concern is the large difference between latitude divisions and 

seemingly independent growth despite relatively low temperature differences. These 

abnormalities were worked out of the results at the adoption of the final latitudinal heat 

transfer approximation. 

 

Even at the finish of this project it is not clear why the initial model attempts did not produce 

the expected results, however if the problems had been identified earlier there may have been 

more exploration into Daisyworld modelling. 

 

2. Final model results 
The following results were created using the codes presented in the Appendices, section 1. 

 

2.1. Original Daisyworld 
The following figures are created using the MATLAB® program as described in Methods, 

section 2.2. The variables are set to:  

S=1000,  q=15,  black=.25,  bare=.5,  white=.75,  death=.1,  

lowgrowthK=278,  highgrowthK=313,  startarea=0.01,  numba=100. 

 

Throughout the remaining model modifications these parameters are kept the same unless 

otherwise stated. This allow the models to be compared to each other, because changing 

these parameters can lead to a very large change in results, as explained further in section 3, 

Sensitivities of the model parameters. 

 

These are the parameters that were originally used by the first Daisyworld model, and these 

can be viewed or altered at the beginning of the m-file, see Appendices, section 1.1. Note that 

changing the parameters may not allow the model to produce comprehendible results. For 

example, entering a decreasing series of albedo (opposite to program requirements) will 

cause problems. Any negative numbers may also stop or artificially change the results. 

 

In the MATLAB® command window: 

>> daisyworld0D(.6,1.8) 
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Figure 7: Original model- Daisy growth versus time. 

 

 

Figure 8: Original Daisyworld- Temperature and albedo versus time. 

 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 were created using the function arguments 0.6 and 1.8, meaning that 

the insolation increases from 60% to 180% of the current value (S=1000Wm-2). The figures 

show that the re-creation of the Daisyworld model was successful, as the results replicate 
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those published throughout the scientific world. Through modifying the parameters of the 

model there are various results that can be created. This is explained further in section 3. 

 

2.2. Existing modifications to Daisyworld 

2.2.1. Addition of ‘cheats’ 
Typed into the MATLAB® command window: 

>> daisycheat0D(.6,1.8) 

 

 

Figure 9: The addition of cheats to the Daisyworld model- Daisy growth versus time. 

 

The results produced in Figure 9 do not closely follow the published findings as shown in the 

Literature Review, Figure 2. Despite this, the model makes intuitive sense because the grey 

daisies (cheats) have no advantage over the temperature regulating colours. They simply take 

bare ground to grow and provide competition to the coloured species. The shapes of the 

curves for the coloured daisies are very similar to that of the published findings. With further 

experimentation, particularly with temperature growth limits and pigmentation taxes it may 

be possible to reproduce results very similar to the published findings. 
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Figure 10: The addition of cheats to the Daisyworld model- Temperature and albedo versus time. 

 

The temperature versus time plot as shown in Figure 10 demonstrates that the temperature 

range between the start and end of Daisyworld is reduced slightly. This is explained further 

in Discussion and analysis, section 2. 

 

2.2.2. Addition of predators and plagues 
Typed into the MATLAB® command window: 

>> daisypred0D(.6,1.8) 
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Figure 11: The addition of predators to the Daisyworld model- Daisy growth versus time. 

 

 

Figure 12: The addition of predators to the Daisyworld model- Temperature and albedo versus time. 

 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the daisy areas, relative predator populations, temperature and 

albedo versus time. These plots clearly show the three plagues in the form of sharp 

downward spikes in the daisy population. There are also corresponding rises or falls in the 
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planetary albedo and temperature in Figure 12. Obviously, it is the death of black daisies that 

will increase the planetary albedo and decrease the temperature. The opposite also occurs. 

The system also exercises an ability to recover quickly to its full potential, as the spikes in 

the data do no last longer than only a few time steps. 

 

2.3. Daisyworld with added latitudinal variation 
Typed into the MATLAB® command window: 

>> daisylatitude1(.6,2.4) 

 

 

Figure 13: Addition of heat transfer to Daisyworld- Temperature versus latitude and time. 

 

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of temperature throughout the time of Daisyworld. 

Because of the latitudinal succession that occurs with these model expansions, it is necessary 

to run them for an increased number of time steps. This is represented by the two function 

arguments denoted by ‘lower’ and ‘upper’ in each of the m-files, and in this case these are set 

to 0.6 and 2.4 times the current insolation value. Near the start of the model, the polar 

temperatures are very low compared to earth’s polar temperatures and this is because the 

latitudinal heat transfer approximation requires several time steps to properly mimic the 

earth’s temperature differences across the latitudes. Again, this is an approximation to an 

earth-like situation using a model that is quite unlike earth, thus it does not ideally deal create 

the temperatures that earth experiences throughout the latitudes. 
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There are some temperature spikes that can be seen at the death of the white daisies (at the 

end of the flat region). These are a result of the latitudinal heat transfer approximation. The 

heat that is passed to the next time step is very high once the daisies die at the equator-side 

latitude but not the polar-side division. This leads to a high temperature difference between 

the latitudes and is only temporary as the model soon reduces the spiking. 

 

Figure 14 shows the albedo of the planet throughout time and space. It clearly shows the 

spatial and temporal succession from black to white daisy growth. The temperature niches of 

each species seem to be present also, with the white daisy growth dominating the low to mid 

latitudes for a lot of the model. Black daisy growth is confined to the initial equatorial 

warming period and then the mid to high latitudes. It can clearly be seen that the black 

daisies expand outwards to the poles, and as it becomes too hot and the black daisies begin to 

die, there is a very brief white daisy growth succeeding the black daisies. Further analysis of 

this is outlined in Discussion and analysis, section 3. 

 

 

Figure 14: Addition of heat transfer to Daisyworld- Albedo versus latitude and time. 
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Figure 15: Addition of heat transfer to Daisyworld- daisy area versus latitude and time. 

 

Figure 15 shows the different daisy successions as discussed in the previous paragraphs. The 

growths are what defines the planetary albedo, thus this visualisation confirms the data of the 

earlier figures. Note that the later-time succession by the white daisies is extremely brief at 

these high latitudes when compared to the early times where the succession is prolonged at 

the lower latitudes. 

 

2.4. Daisyworld with ice albedo feedback 
Typed into the MATLAB® command window: 

>> daisyice1(.6,2.2) 
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Figure 16: Addition of ice albedo feedback to Daisyworld- Temperature versus latitude and time. 

 

 

Figure 17: Addition of ice albedo feedback to Daisyworld- Albedo versus latitude and time. 
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Figure 18: Addition of ice albedo feedback to Daisyworld- daisy area versus latitude and time. 

 

Expectantly, the results produced from the addition of ice albedo feedback basically delayed 

the typical behaviour of the Daisyworld model by keeping it artificially cool for longer. The 

albedo stays above that of bare ground until about halfway through the model, as shown by 

Figure 17. After most of the ice has melted the model exhibits the typical expected behaviour 

as shown by the addition of latitudinal variation without any extra feedback mechanisms. See 

the previous section, 2.3.  

 

2.5. Daisyworld with water vapour feedback 
This addition to the Daisyworld model is somewhat unconvincing, because the 

approximations made regarding the humidity are evidently not well suited to a Daisyworld 

system. The results produced have problems between latitude divisions similar to those 

experienced in the initial attempts; see Results, section 1. Figure 20 shows a small amount of 

latitudinal albedo variation near the beginning of the model. This is totally incomprehensible 

given what the other models have produced, and certainly would not be a product of water 

vapour feedback. Figure 22 shows the water vapour throughout space and time, showing 

unrealistic oscillation and variation in the values. All unexpected data can be attributed to the 

heat transfer approximations and reasons for this are sated in the Discussion and analysis, 

section 8.1. 

 

Typed into the MATLAB® command window: 
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>> daisyvapour1(.6,2.2) 

 

Figure 19: Addition of water vapour feedback to Daisyworld- Temperature versus latitude and time. 

 

 

Figure 20: Addition of water vapour feedback to Daisyworld- Albedo versus latitude and time. 
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Figure 21: Addition of water vapour feedback to Daisyworld- daisy area versus latitude and time. 

 

 

Figure 22: Addition of water vapour feedback to Daisyworld- water vapour versus latitude and time. 

 

Evidently, Figure 22 produces very strange results for the level of water vapour throughout 

latitude and time. There are no obvious reasons for the results, particularly with respect to the 

large equatorial drop from time=50 to 100, which is represented by the trough. The only 

positive aspect of obtaining these strange results is that the water vapour and temperature 

data versus latitude and time both concur with each other. It is very easy to match the 
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‘arrowhead’ formation around time=80 between Figure 19 and Figure 22. This at least gives 

some credit to the programming. 

 

2.6. Daisyworld with carbon dioxide feedback 
Typed into the MATLAB® command window: 

>> daisyCO21(.6,2.2) 

 

 

Figure 23: Addition of carbon dioxide feedback to Daisyworld- Temperature versus latitude and time. 

The addition of carbon dioxide feedback to the Daisyworld model does not produce any 

dramatic spikes or ridges. The temperature change throughout time is less pronounced and 

the stable temperature region occurs for a shorter time period, thus meaning that daisy 

growth is reduced. This is indeed expected for this model, because the quantity of carbon 

dioxide and daisy area (biomass) are inversely proportional, yet the daisy growth is a 

function of the carbon dioxide. 

 

Figure 24 shows the planetary albedo of the model. It is clear that the initial black daisy 

growth around the equator is not as strong because the colour is a dark grey rather than a 

commanding black as in other models. For example, see Figure 14, where the initial 

equatorial growth suggests the population of black daisies is greater. In comparison between 

these same figures it is clear that the mean planetary albedo variation is also ‘thwarted’ in 

this model (data range is reduced) and the lower daisy growth is responsible for this effect. 
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Figure 24: Addition of carbon dioxide feedback to Daisyworld- Albedo versus latitude and time. 

 

 

Figure 25: Addition of carbon dioxide feedback to Daisyworld- daisy area versus latitude and time. 

Figure 25 shows the total daisy growth in the third sub figure. When compared to other total 

growths, this is greatly reduced. Obviously, the lack of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has 

reduced the growth rate and areas of daisies. Note that the higher latitude daisy growth at the 

later times resembles the earlier models because the carbon dioxide levels would be closer to 
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its maximum. Daisy growth would also be near its maximum, and these effects are basically 

attributed to the low total daisy area and high available (atmospheric) carbon at these times. 

This can be seen in the following Figure 26, which shows the quantity of carbon dioxide and 

the daisy area (terrestrial carbon storage) versus time. At time=100, the carbon store or daisy 

biomass decreases down almost to its original value and the growth rate would also be near 

its maximum. 

 

 

Figure 26: Addition of carbon dioxide feedback to Daisyworld- carbon levels in versus time. 

 

3. Sensitivities of the model parameters 

3.1. Iterations 
The number of time steps of a model is important, particularly if that number can change the 

results significantly. In the Daisyworld modifications of this project the number of iterations 

was initially set at 100 for every 100% increase in insolation. This equates to about 3 billion 

years of earth time. In each m-file, the number of time steps per rise of insolation is denoted 

by the variable ‘numba.’ 

 

When the number of time steps increases for a given change in solar radiation it is necessary 

to realize that the results will represent a more rapid daisy growth due to the fact that the 

model runs through the daisy growth equations more often. This is easily visible in Figure 
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27, where the maximum combined daisy area is reached far sooner (green dashed line). The 

left hand side graph has only one fifth the numbers of time steps, yet it produces a curve very 

similar to the right hand side, thus suggesting that 100 time steps per 100% rise in insolation 

provides sufficient resolution. Throughout the Daisyworld modifications this number has 

been maintained to provide comparability between the models. If the number of time steps 

were different then it would be expected that growth, albedo and temperature would be 

changed artificially and thus the comparability between each modification would be reduced. 

 

 

Figure 27: The effect of more time steps on the original Daisyworld. Right side plot has 5 times the 
number of steps. 

 

If we needed to increase the number of time steps per rise in insolation it would be necessary 

to increase the death rate to obtain a similar curve to that produced by the original 

Daisyworld parameters.  

 

 

Figure 28: Albedo versus latitude and time. LHS has one fifth the time steps for the same increase in 
insolation as the RHS. 

 

Figure 28 shows the effect that the number of time steps has on the spatial domain using the 

‘addition of latitudinal variation Daisyworld.’ It clearly shows that the latitudinal succession 
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is hastened and the black daisy growth is more dominant. It also shows an associated 

‘sharpening’ of the curves and contours that can be expected given the increase in temporal 

resolution. This is due to the artificially increased latitudinal heat transfer (the higher 

latitudes become warmer quicker) and the relative higher growth rate of the daisies. 

 

 The increased black daisy growth has a relatively large effect on the mean planetary albedo, 

decreasing it by about 0.05. This is seemingly small but has the potential to change the 

earth’s climate dramatically if the timing is favourable with other feedbacks (Hartmann, 

c1994). It is clear that changing the number of time steps for a given increase in insolation 

can skew the results. This flexibility and ease of change makes the Daisyworld model a 

useful tool in trying to represent an earth climate system. 

 

3.2. Albedo (α) 
Throughout the Daisyworld modeling, the albedo has been kept at 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 for 

black, bare and white covered grounds respectively. This albedo is denoted by ‘black,’ ‘bare’ 

and ‘white’ in each of the m-files. This is in line with the original Daisyworld model, but 

changing these values can expectantly alter the results. When altering the albedo, ‘symmetry’ 

is maintained meaning that the black and white albedo are of equal variation from the bare 

ground albedo, thus the results obtained in this section are easier to comprehend. 

 

 

Figure 29: Original Daisyworld with albedo black=0.25 and white=0.75. 
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Figure 30: Original Daisyworld with albedo black=0.15 and white=0.85. 

 

Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the effect of increasing the albedo range between the black and 

white daisies. The length of the model in terms of insolation and time steps is increased to 

show the increased lifespan of the second model with the greater albedo range. The growth 

curves remain similar; however there is a spike in black growth near the start and this is due 

to the temporary overheating of the planet. It is quickly smoothed over at the onset of white 

daisy growth. The increased albedo range serves to increase the time at which the stable 

temperature range exists. Increasing the albedo range by 0.2 lengthens the stable region by 

near 80 time steps, or the equivalent of an 80% rise in insolation. Note that the stable region 

mostly exists below the ‘Lifeless World’ temperature, indicating that the white daisy albedo 

plays the most important role. This is not the case, as if we reverse the insolation to a 

decreasing value throughout time we can see that it is the black daisies that prolong the stable 

temperature region above the ‘Lifeless World’ temperature. Figure 31 shows the reversal of 

the insolation as well as the very different temperatures that are concerned with decreasing 

insolation Daisyworld. 

 

 

Figure 31: Original Daisyworld with black=0.15 and white=0.85. Decreasing insolation applied. 
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From these results it is clear that the albedo can only affect the length of the model if 

sufficient growth has already occurred. For example, decreasing the black albedo to zero will 

not hasten the growth of the daisies and lengthen the stable region because the initial growth 

is dependent upon when the growth function, denoted β, becomes greater than the death rate. 

So the onset of the Daisyworld stable region is temperature dependent, but the length of the 

model can be prolonged by albedo given that sufficient growth and temperature feedback has 

already occurred, that is, the planet is in its stable temperature region. 

 

3.3. Growth limits 
The temperature limits of the daisy growth define the stable region length. These limits are 

denoted by ‘lowgrowthK’ and ‘highgrowthK’ at the beginning of each m-file. A higher range 

gives a longer stable region and the limits define the respective beginning and end. 

Throughout this project, the temperature limits are kept at 278˚K (5˚C) and 313˚K (40˚C) to 

reflect a typical photosynthesizing organism. Increasing the temperature range would be 

unrealistic for an earth plant, so to test the sensitivity the temperature range is decreased and 

the results observed.  

 

Surprisingly, the same effect as altering albedo is seen in Figure 32. The temperature range 

being decreased does not affect the stable region as greatly as the actual temperature 

minimum; ‘lowgrowthK.’ This occurs because the variable dictates the onset of daisy growth 

and the beginning of the stable temperature region. Expectantly, a reduction in the 

temperature range leads to a reduction in the total daisy area. This is due to the integral of the 

β (beta function for growth, see Equation 6) decreasing due to the decreased temperature 

range.  

 

 

Figure 32: Original Daisyworld model with the temperature range for growth decreased by 20 degrees.  
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Clearly, the lower growth temperature defines the beginning of the stable region and the 

daisy albedo has more influence on the length of the model’s stable temperature region. 

 

 

Figure 33: Effect of changing growth range on latitude-variable model. The LHS has the range 278˚K 
(5˚C) and 313˚K (40˚C) and the RHS has the range 288˚K (15˚C) and 303˚K (30˚C). 

 

Clearly, reduction in the temperature range for growth reduces the overall daisy area which 

can be noticed by the reduction of black or white colour intensity. The stable temperature 

region is reduced in size by about 20%. Since the reduction of temperature range occurs 

equally from both previous limits, it can be seen on Figure 33 that the stable region is also 

reduced equally from either end of the previous region. 

 

 

Figure 34: Original Daisyworld simulations showing the equal daisy growth commencement temperature 
despite a 10 degrees different upper growth limit. 

 

Overall, the effect of a growth range reduction causes the size (or length for 0D models) of 

the stable region to be reduced. This is despite the onset of the stable region being exactly the 

same, which is determined by the lower growth temperature limit; ‘lowgrowthK.’  
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3.4. Death rate 
The death rate, denoted by ‘death’ throughout the m-files is a very simple variable explain. 

The higher that the death rate is set to, the lower the growth rate of the daisies will be. The 

general rule with the death rate is that the maximum daisy area can reach a limit of area=1-

death. This is evident in Figure 35, where each total daisy area curve is labeled with their 

respective death rates. The dashed lines are maximum potentials of daisy area, each equal to 

1-death for each particular rate. Assumptions can also be made about the associated albedo 

and temperature changes. 

 

 

Figure 35: Comparisons of different death rates and the effects on the total daisy areas. 

 

3.5. Horizontal heat flux (q) 
The horizontal heat flux coefficient has the potential to change the length of the temperature 

stable region. The higher that q is, generally the longer the stable temperature region will be. 

This is within reasonable limits though, because a very high q will separate the stable region 

into two parts due to the poor heat transfer, and the daisy growths/areas will be totally 

independent of each other. Likewise, setting q close to zero will mean that each daisy has no 

advantage over the other because the horizontal heat transfer is perfect. Throughout this 

project, the horizontal heat transfer has been set to q=15 unless otherwise stated. This is to 

allow for comparability between the model modifications. Intuitively, it is a reasonable 

value, giving a 7.5 ˚K difference from the emission temperature for each daisy’s local 
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temperature. Figure 36 shows the results when the original Daisyworld model has its 

horizontal heat flux coefficient increased from q=15 to q=75. The separation of the daisy 

growth can be seen and the temperature of Daisyworld briefly follows the ‘lifeless’ 

temperature at this point. The stable temperature region is still readily identifiable. 

 

 

Figure 36: The original Daisyworld with the horizontal heat flux increased from q=15 to q=75. 

 

3.6. Number of daisies (one or two) 
The number of daisies can be set to 1 by changing the minimum area ‘startarea’ to 0 for a 

particular coloured daisy. Evidently in Figure 36, the ‘lifeless’ temperature that has to rise for 

the onset of growth is the reason why the black-only stable region (left) is dwarfed by the 

white-only stable region (right). 

 

 

Figure 37: Original Daisyworld each with one species. LHS= black only. RHS= white only. 

 

4. Testing the system’s response to change 
Throughout the construction and modifications made to Daisyworld, the stable temperature 

region created by the growth of daisies is easily visible in the form of the relatively flat line 
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or surface over an extended time scale. This is seen for a steadily increasing insolation value. 

For the sake of testing the capability of Daisyworld to react and adapt its growth given a 

system disturbance, a few new model modifications were made. This section has the 

potential to show the ‘living’ system of Daisyworld and support Gaia.  

 

An insolation scheme that forces the Daisyworld system to react means that there should be a 

random element introduced. MATLAB® has a good random number generator that can be 

employed to give a randomly variable insolation value. Obviously, the variation is within 

reasonable limits of the normal value. The user can define the skew and length of each 

random insolation change through the variables ‘insolchange’ and ‘lengthran’ respectively. 

These are explained in the m-file help of the function ‘dwwild.m’. 

 

 

Figure 38: Daisy areas for a Daisyworld modification with randomly varying insolation. 

 

Figure 37 shows the output of the ‘dwwild’ function, which utilises a random increase or 

decrease of up to 10% insolation on the steadily increasing value. The time scale of each 

random insolation change is the equivalent of a 30% rise in insolation, or 60 time steps. Note 

that the number of time steps in this modification has been increased to allow for a better 

daisy response to the change in insolation. Throughout the daisy area curves, it can be seen 

that the growth responds to the change in insolation. Figure 38 shows the temperatures and 

albedo of this modified model. The temperature of Daisyworld clearly responds, particularly 

to abrupt rises or falls in the insolation. When the change in insolation acts away from the 
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stable region of daisy-defined temperature, the model gives a negative feedback in response. 

Each black or white daisy population grows when the random insolation decreases or 

increases respectively. Clearly, this Daisyworld modification supports the Gaian hypothesis 

about the earth’s systems behaving as a single physiological being. 

 

 

Figure 39: Temperature and albedo for a Daisyworld modification with randomly varying insolation. 

 

 

Figure 40: Albedo versus time for a random insolation modification applied to the latitude variable 
model. 

Figure 39 shows the results of random insolation changes affecting the Daisyworld with 

latitudinal variation. The mean planetary albedo subplot demonstrates the response by the 
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daisies to the sharp changes in insolation. With specific reference to time=40 to time=100, 

the daisy growth is responding to successive drops in insolation, as seen by the increase in 

black daisy growth and the decrease in mean planetary albedo. Through this randomisation of 

insolation it can be clearly seen that the model system responds well in the face of relatively 

dramatic change.  

 

Discussion and analysis 

1. Original Daisyworld 
Construction of the original Daisyworld using the MATLAB® program proved to be 

relatively simple, with results that replicate the accepted published daisy areas and 

temperatures throughout time. This part of the project was used to understand the model and 

how it works so that it could be expanded upon later in the project. The m-file constructed in 

this section did not directly form the base of the latitude variable models; however the base 

code was utilized in all of the 0D models, including the ‘daisyworld0D’, ‘daisycheat0D’, 

‘daisypred0D’ and ‘dwwild’ functions.  

 

Throughout the ‘daisyworld0D’ m-file, commentary (green coloured text) explains what 

operations of the model that the code performs. This has been incorporated in the code for 

the possibility of other people using the code. It could be used as a teaching tool for 

undergraduates learning about feedbacks or albedo, or perhaps as a side argument for a 

climate hypothesis. The model does have the potential to be used elsewhere since it is rare 

for MATLAB® to be used to create climate models. Thus, any department using 

MATLAB® could benefit from the use of the model. 

 

The replication of the original Daisyworld model using the MATLAB® environment has 

served to demonstrate the temperature feedbacks that the daisies can exert on a planet’s 

emission temperature. Its ‘selling point’ as a useful tool has been confirmed, particularly with 

respect to beginners in climate modeling studies. 

 

2. Existing modifications 
The modifications made by James Lovelock in his book “GAIA: The Practical Science of 

Planetary Medicine” have been relatively simple to implement by using the program code 

created in the replication of the original Daisyworld model. The modifications and results 
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show that the strength of the Gaian hypothesis is increased, in line with the findings made 

previously (Lovelock, 2000). 

 

2.1. Addition of ‘cheats’ 
The addition of cheats was very simple. It involved adding an extra line of code to each 

calculation made in the original Daisyworld model to allow the extra daisy species (greys or 

‘cheats’) to exist. It was also simple to impose the growth tax on the coloured daisies by 

using a coefficient affecting the temperature dependent growth rate, denoted β. Evidently, the 

curves produced in Figure 2 (Lovelock, 2000) and Figure 9 do not match, but with different 

variables the curves could be similar. For example, the horizontal heat flux ‘q’ could be 

increased to widen the growth range. Figure 41 shows the results of the ‘daisycheat0D’ 

model when the value of q is increased from q=15 to q=50, and the results bear striking 

resemblance to Figure 2 in both the daisy growth and temperature. Once again, by changing 

the variables it can be seen that the models are flexible and can be cleverly changed to 

emphasise a certain aspect of Daisyworld behaviour. The addition of ‘cheats’ used a similar 

m-file code to the original, thus its simplicity would also make it a good addition in a 

learning environment. 

 

 

Figure 41: Increasing the horizontal heat flux to q=50 (from q=15) on the 'cheats' model modification. 

 

Just as in the Results section, the insolation scheme can be altered randomly to demonstrate 

the system’s robustness. Running the function ‘dwwildcheat’ produces a similar display of 

curves (Figure 42) to those in Figure 9, except for the obvious difference that the daisies are 

trying to adapt their growth according to the randomly changing insolation. 
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Figure 42: Running the 'cheats' model with randomly varying insolation. 

 

The addition of another daisy in the form of a ‘cheat’ (grey daisy) adds slightly more stability 

to the system. The capability of the daisies to grow according to the change is improved with 

more species because the best suited daisy will have an advantage over the others. More 

daisies mean that a wider variety of conditions or changes can be tolerated. This forms a 

good argument for the ‘value of biodiversity’ debate, by finding that the greater the number 

of daisies, the greater the stability. With earth’s many millions of species there must be a 

considerable ability to adapt to changes if the results of the modified Daisyworld are 

considered. Figure 43 shows the original Daisyworld (green line) and the ‘cheats’ models’ 

stable regions. The 'cheats' model has less temperature range over the stable region, thus 

adding to the stability argument. The length of the stable region is shortened considerably 

though. 
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Figure 43: The stable temperature region against time for the original Daisyworld (green) and the 
'cheats' Daisyworld (blue). Lifeless planet (red). 

 

From these arguments, it can be seen that the addition of the ‘cheats’ to the Daisyworld is 

valuable. As well as having potential for use in learning environments, the model gives 

credibility to the Gaian hypothesis and to the biodiversity debate; indeed it is a useful tool. It 

is similar to the original Daisyworld such that the user will understand the minor changes 

implemented in the code. 

 

2.2. Addition of predators and plagues 
The addition of predators and daisy plagues to the original Daisyworld model was made by 

Lovelock to re-enforce the strength of his creation in the face of criticism. The results were 

quite successful and the modification replication was attempted in this project. In Results, 

section 2.2.2, Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows the replication attempt. Similarly to the addition 

of grey daisies, the addition of predators did not produce identical curves to those in 

Lovelock’s (2000) publication. But again, it is likely to be an issue that can be solved by 

altering the ‘tuning variables’ such as ‘rfix’ or ‘grab’ to make different curves. Since there 

are many more degrees of freedom involved in this model it would be very tedious to try and 

replicate Lovelock’s curves. We can take away the same intended results; that the system 

responds well to the plagues and predation, consistently maintaining the temperature stable 

region.  
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Despite the apparent resilience of the Daisyworld with plagues and predators, it is these very 

modifications that hasten the death of the stable region. Figure 12 shows that the third plague 

is too much for the system to tolerate, and it dies. The predation keeps the daisy area much 

lower, and as a result the system cannot exert the same intensity of change on the emission 

temperature. But given the smaller growth of the daisies, the relative stability of the stable 

temperature region is good. The replication and results of this project’s modification does 

add credibility to the original Daisyworld argument and to the Gaian hypothesis. 

 

3. Addition of latitudinal variation 
The addition of latitudinal variation to Daisyworld was the first modification that had not 

been performed before, as identified in the background reading and Literature Review. 

Resultantly, the construction of this model had no structured method or firm expectations for 

results, making it difficult to know whether or not the programming was good. Trial and 

error formed the basis of this part of the project, thus it was very time consuming. 

 

The model did show that the Daisyworld idea can be applied to the spatial as well as the 

temporal domains. The temperature stable region can exist throughout a wide range of 

latitudes over a relatively long time. The results of all of the latitude models show this stable 

temperature region, beginning and ending at the equator before extending towards the poles. 

The planet life follows a simple pattern that makes intuitive sense. When the equator warms 

sufficiently to allow growth, the black daisy population expands over time throughout space 

and warms the planet. White daisy growth succeeds the black growth and maintains the 

stable temperature region across the latitudes over a long time. Eventually, the equator 

becomes too hot and the death of the system begins, continuing to the higher latitudes over 

time. Temporal and spatial succession is easily identifiable by viewing the temperature or 

albedo versus latitude and time plotting schemes. 

 

Evidently, the different coloured daisies are confined to the temperature favoured conditions. 

The black growth dominates at the early low latitudes and throughout the model at the mid to 

high latitudes. The succession by the white daisies lasts a long time with the exception at the 

higher latitudes. This is because the model is dominated by the lack of insolation and its 

relative dependence upon the latitudinal heat transfer. Once the black daisies are succeeded 

there is only a brief white growth before it becomes too hot. All of the latitudinal variant 

models exhibit this effect in their results which can be seen by the thin narrow white strip 

temporally succeeding the black growth at the mid to high latitudes. 
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The heat transfer approximation was the most difficult aspect during the addition of 

latitudinal variation to Daisyworld. Many unsuccessful attempts were trialed, mainly because 

the temperatures between latitudes were too irregular for the system to be likened to earth. 

The approach to creating the heat transfer was kept the same; the low to adjacent high 

latitude transfer was adopted and systematically modified according to the output. By the end 

of the process Equation 11 was derived and appeared to show a relatively good heat transfer 

approximation. This approximation was used throughout the remainder of the modifications, 

where an individual feedback was added.  

 

Creating the heat transfer approximation for the model almost was beyond the scope of the 

original Daisyworld. It must be re-emphasised that the original was never intended to be used 

or directly applied to modeling the earth’s climate. Perhaps time could have been better spent 

by modifying the zero-dimensional models and covering more feedbacks or adding an 

atmosphere. The latitudinal addition to Daisyworld does appear interesting and the visual 

results are impressive to Daisyworld novices. 

 

4. Addition of ice albedo feedback 
Like the entire latitude-variable Daisyworld models created in this project the addition of ice 

albedo feedback had to be relatively simple from a programming perspective. If this had not 

been the case, and the earth-derived equations were utilized then the system would not make 

sense because the Daisyworld is very unlike earth. Since the model is intended only to be 

used as a tool to illustrate feedbacks, simplicity was maintained in this addition. Given the 

information of the literature review regarding earth’s climate being dominated by ice albedo 

feedback over time, this did not end up happening in the model. This is because the ice 

albedo feedback (among other feedbacks) causes the climate to oscillate over a relatively tiny 

change in insolation. The Daisyworld ice albedo feedback model has neither the temporal 

resolution nor complexity to mimic this oscillation that is experienced over many millennia. 

This makes good sense, because using 100 time steps throughout the project leads to each 

time step representing 30 million years. Thus the timescales are totally incompatible and no 

wonder that the model does not show the ice albedo-induced climatic oscillation of the earth. 

 

The overall success of the addition of ice albedo feedback to the Daisyworld was limited. 

The model does serve as a useful tool to illustrate the succession of daisies and the ice cover 

of the planet is also interesting in the albedo versus time and latitude plotting, such as that 
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seen in Figure 17. The different daisy colours are confined to different latitudes and the 

stable region is the largest of all of the models, suggesting that this feedback is the weakest, 

as it only exists in temperatures less than freezing. The less-than-freezing latitudes make up 

only a small portion of the total latitudes, so this could be another reason why the feedback 

appears weak. From circumstantial earth evidence, we know that this is not true, but on a 

different timescale. One can only speculate that the results are correct over the long time 

scales involved. 

 

5. Addition of water vapour feedback 
The addition of this feedback to the model involved the most complexity out of any 

modifications made to Daisyworld in this project. The results produced are not convincing, 

particularly with respect to the water vapour versus time and latitude plots. The variation 

between latitudes is unacceptable in comparison to the earth system, where humidity and 

water vapour partial pressure are similar between latitude divisions. To try and produce 

reasonable results, the water vapour feedback capability was changed in intensity, from 1% 

of the original trial to 10 000%. The water vapour versus latitude and time changed but the 

latitudinal ‘threading’ remained and there was ridiculous variation between adjacent 

latitudes.  Only with zero temperature feedback from the water vapour did the plot have 

consistency. This was predictable given that the heat transfer approximation was relatively 

successful in the other modifications. It can be said that this modification did not give 

comprehendible results and could not be used to demonstrate the feedback. There is 

obviously something wrong in the way that the feedback is administered. The attempt to add 

complexity to the simple Daisyworld idea proved unsuccessful in this case. 

 

The major problem with the addition of the water vapour feedback is that the model produces 

a very high amount of temporal and spatial oscillation or an unrealistic variation between 

each latitude division. Speculatively, this is due to the model’s construction and the way that 

it calculates the water vapour quantity at each latitude. Since the order of calculation at each 

latitude division is from the equator to the poles, the heat transfer and water vapour quantity 

depend solely upon the behaviour of their adjacent lower latitudes. There was no other way 

to perform the transfers without constructing an entirely new model. 

 

The model employs an approximation to temperature feedback that can be intensified or 

reduced according to the user’s input of tuning variables. Figure 19 through to Figure 22 
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show the results of the model using the same tuning variables as the ice albedo feedback and 

carbon dioxide feedback models. 

 

The assumption that the heat transfer approximation is responsible for the incomprehensible 

results is made because of the arrowhead formation as identified in Results, section 2.5. The 

fact that there is water vapour spike that propagates throughout both time and space must 

mean that there is a problem with the heat transfer, because the water vapour quantity is a 

function temperature. The temperature at each latitude is defined by the heat transferred from 

the previous time step and the current value of insolation arriving to the latitude. 

 

 

Figure 44: Water vapour versus time and latitude. Comparison of the different vapour to temperature 
feedback intensities. Right hand side feedback is 100 times more powerful feedback than left. 

 

 

Figure 45: Temperature versus time and latitude. Comparison of the different vapour to temperature 
feedback intensities. Right hand side feedback is 100 times more powerful feedback than left. 

 

The difference in the water vapour feedback intensities in Figure 45 is minor but may have 

some significance. On the left hand side where the feedback is 1% the strength of the right 

hand side, the latitudinal succession is far quicker. This can be seen by the shape of the 

‘arrowhead’ formation at the initial growth and death of the daisies near the low latitudes. A 

quicker latitudinal succession can be seen by a wider ‘arrowhead’ and vice versa. The 
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presence of this quicker succession in the weaker feedback model is very counter intuitive 

because the stronger temperature feedback should increase the emission temperature at that 

latitude division. There are obviously some problems with the model.  

 

Another factor to note in the results is the unpredicted sharp temperature drop-off towards the 

very high latitudes (poles). The other models do not show this and it is most likely due to the 

water vapour feedback giving at the stable region an elevation. As a result, the poles remain 

at the same temperature but are cooler relative to the higher stable temperature region. 

 

Despite the problems that were experienced with this model, it did exhibit the main aims of 

the Daisyworld. It produced a large stable temperature region as seen in the previous two 

figures. The albedo feedback was evident and despite the irregular water vapour feedback 

provided by the model the stable temperature region remained present. So in the face of 

failure, the model did give some positive outcomes. 

 

6. Addition of carbon dioxide feedback 
The addition of carbon dioxide feedback to Daisyworld was carried out using very simple 

biological techniques. When daisies grow, they consume carbon dioxide and the temperature 

feedback decreases. There is no terrestrial carbon store apart from the daisies, thus the daisy 

area directly affects its growth rate restriction. This led to a predictable series of results that 

are shown in Results, section 2.6.  

 

The most noticeable difference between the latitude-variable model (Results, section 2.3) and 

the model with carbon dioxide feedback is that the stable temperature region is reduced in 

size considerably. This is due to the growth restriction that the atmospheric carbon dioxide 

places upon the plants. There simply isn’t enough growth material to exceed the natural death 

rate. As a result, the low latitude stable region characteristic of the other models is reduced in 

time and, to a lesser extent, space. Expectantly, later in the model still shows the same mid to 

high latitude ‘belts’ of daisies getting closer to the poles as time progresses. These parts are 

identical because relatively speaking the growth restriction does not affect the system 

significantly for such a low total daisy area. Overall, the addition of this feedback does not 

change the model significantly. Comparing the mean planetary albedo between Figure 14 and 

Figure 24, it is clear that the curves are smoothed. This is reflective of the modified system 

which has growth-thwarting penalties implied. The system resultantly lacks the intensity of 

the albedo temperature feedback that the other models possess. 
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As previously described, the lowering of the atmospheric carbon dioxide and temperature 

feedback can hold an advantage for the white daisies in the low to mid latitudes. The lack of 

temperature feedback should prolong the white growth, yet at the same time the growth rate 

will be decreased due to less available carbon dioxide for photosynthesis. Also, the model is 

constructed so that the temperature decreases only when the carbon dioxide falls below half 

of its total value. In the Daisyworld models, this never happens, and can be seen in Figure 26.  
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Conclusions 
The previous work of Watson and Lovelock (1983) was replicated quite successfully. Near 

identical figures were produced for the original zero-dimensional Daisyworld and for the 

addition of the ‘cheats.’ When predators and daisy plagues were added the system maintained 

the ability to sustain a stable temperature region despite not replicating the published figures. 

In the face of extra competition from the ‘cheats,’ plague disturbances and predation the 

model remained robust and it serves its purpose well. The Gaian hypothesis and the 

biodiversity debate are two arguments that are made stronger from the completion of this 

section of the project. 

 

The repetition of these models using the MATLAB® is rare. Throughout the World Wide 

Web, many scientists have used JAVA®, FORTRAN® or equivalent programming 

languages to create a Daisyworld model. Since MATLAB® appears to be a rarer language to 

use; these m-files may prove to be useful as a learning tool for current MATLAB® users that 

are unfamiliar with other languages.  

 

The results shown from the models that have latitudinal variation are quite comprehendible, 

yet the models use approximations in many parts. These approximations, such as the 

latitudinal heat transfer approximation, attempt to replicate the earth system to the 

Daisyworld model. Deriving the approximations was difficult because the earth and 

Daisyworld are not comparable in terms of their complexity. This was the major issue when 

constructing the models. It led to the models producing visually appealing results, but there is 

no way to confirm the relative strengths of the feedbacks since they are based on 

approximations. 

 

Addition of the latitudinal variation to the Daisyworld model increased the complexity of the 

model significantly.  Resultantly, the strength of the Daisyworld argument is weakened. To 

have good credibility, the model was required to mimic the earth in some way; hence many 

approximations were employed in the models to reproduce a comprehendible temperature 

range across the latitudes. But with increasing complexity came the need for numerous 

arbitrary tuning variables which helped make the earth-derived approximations produce 

reasonable results. The water vapour model was a good example of this situation. The 

complexity of the vapour feedback mechanism alone was enough to void the latitudinal heat 

transfer approximation used in the models. 
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More time was spent trying to get the model to produce comprehendible results rather than 

creating new scenarios. For scientific experimentation to be successful and useful it is 

necessary for a person of my level of low understanding (self taught undergraduate) to have 

some sort of benchmark study. This was created in the form of the original Daisyworld, and 

has been written about and re-created many times. However, the addition of latitudinal 

variation, that is making it 1D, did not have any previous studies that I could find. Simple 

climate modeling in the dimension of latitude was well documented and this is where my 

ideas for heat transfer approximations and tuning variables came from. Only limited success 

from the latitude-variable models was achieved as a result of inexperience. 

 

Modeling aside, it is clear that the organism albedo feedback is very important to maintaining 

a stable climate. In all of the models, the daisies managed to grow and adjust their 

populations to give a relatively constant emission temperature in the changing solar radiation. 

The latitudinal variable models extended the temporal stable temperature region into the 

spatial domain. Without the Daisyworld model regulating the temperature there would be 

only a brief opportunity for life to exist on the planet.  

 

Ice albedo feedback is an aspect of the earth’s climate that is important in causing oscillatory 

climate changes, which are experienced through ‘ice ages.’ This was not seen in the addition 

of this feedback to the Daisyworld model because the time scales are vastly different. Each 

time step in Daisyworld represents 30 million years (in earth terms) because the insolation 

increases by 1%. The earth can experience several ice ages every few hundred thousand 

years. The results from this feedback addition did not present any unexpected findings. 

 

When the time scale of the model was decreased to mimic an ice age period similar to earth, 

it was found that the daisy albedo was too strong to induce oscillation to the system. This 

made sense because the albedo of earth plants does not vary by 0.5 as in the Daisyworld 

model. Thus, the albedo ranges were decreased and other variables changed, but no 

oscillation could be induced. This feedback addition did not have its importance to earth 

highlighted by the Daisyworld modification.  

 

Carbon dioxide feedback is another complex feedback that was modeled using many 

approximations and assumptions. This model again proved the potential to show almost any 

results by changing the tuning variables and other parameters. For this reason it was difficult 

to determine the relative strength of the feedback and its importance to the earth system. 
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Again, the albedo feedback of the daisies was too powerful to observe any significant 

changes caused by altering the parameters of the carbon dioxide feedback. 

 

Water vapour feedback was unsuccessfully added to the latitudinal variable Daisyworld 

model. The results produced did, however, demonstrate the albedo feedback of the daisies 

and the water vapour’s feedback intensity was small in comparison. There was evidently a 

major issue in the approximations made for the addition of this feedback mechanism.  

 

Throughout all of the Daisyworld modifications, albedo feedback from the daisies remained 

the dominant factor affecting the temperature. A stable temperature region could always be 

identified temporally (and spatially if applicable) and this was a direct result of this 

feedback’s strength over the other mechanisms. Albedo feedback on earth is not nearly this 

strong or dominant in the face of the other feedbacks. Obviously, this is because the albedo 

range between the black and white daisies is far greater than the species on earth. 

Competition among species is greater on earth, thus lessening the extremes of planetary 

albedo. The other feedback mechanisms conflict but somehow maintain a balanced earth 

climate. 

 

The modeling raised some possible solutions for the problems faced on earth today. Given 

that the albedo feedback was commanding over the other feedbacks, it has the potential to 

artificially heat or cool the planet. With respect to global warming, the planet could be cooled 

and the greenhouse effect reduced by simply increasing the average planetary albedo. We 

know from circumstantial evidence that the earth enters ice ages and warm periods naturally, 

and albedo feedback from ice is a major reason for this. Obviously, with reference to this 

project, a plant species with a relatively high albedo could be genetically engineered to fulfill 

an ecological niche (area constraint) and increase the planetary albedo. When the albedo and 

reflected short wave radiation from the sun increased, the long wave energy emitted from the 

planet would be decreased. Long wave feedback from the atmosphere caused by the 

greenhouse effect would also be decreased. This is one way that the strength of the albedo 

feedback proved in this project could be employed. 

 

At the end of this project, it is clear that modeling the individual climate feedbacks has the 

potential to be useful. However, when the feedbacks are combined with the Daisyworld 

model, they are insignificant in strength when compared to albedo feedback from the daisies. 

Thus any future work with Daisyworld modeling should not add any feedbacks to a 

latitudinal variable model. There are too many assumptions and approximations that have to 
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be made, thus reducing the power of the Daisyworld model in demonstrating the feedbacks. 

Any modifications to Daisyworld should be kept at the same level of simplicity as the 

original model. 
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Appendices 

1. M-files used in this project 
Notes:  

- All percentage signs (%) mean that the MATLAB® program will skip to the         
next line. Anything to the right of a % is for the user’s understanding and is referred 
to as “commentary” throughout the body of this thesis. 

- If the user types the following into the command window ‘help (filename)’ 
E.g. >>help daisyworld0D 
      >>help daislatitude1 

 Then the first continuous lines of % appears as the help file. 
- Some lines of code are too long for Microsoft WORD®, thus the code appears on two 

lines. 
- There are two arguments for all of the Daisyworld modifications. These are ‘lower’ 

and ‘upper’ and they define the rise increase in insolation throughout the model. 
 

1.1. Original Daisyworld 
% function daisyworld0D(lower,upper) 
% 
% 0-D model that shows life can influence global temperature, based on initial work by 
% Watson and Lovelock (1983). By Mark Wittwer, 2005. 
% 
% Arguments: -lower- fraction of current insolation energy at the start of daisyworld.  
%            -upper- fraction of current insolation energy at the end of daisyworld.  
% 
% Note: There are constants that can also be changed within the m-file, including: 
%       -Black daisy albedo (black). 
%       -White daisy albedo (white). 
%       -Bare planet albedo (bare). 
%       -Horizontal heat flux (q). 
%       -Daisy death rate (death). 
%       -Present day solar luminosity (S). 
%       -Lower temperature limit for daisy growth (lowgrowthK). 
%       -Upper temperature limit for daisy growth (highgrowthK). 
%       -The minimum daisy area to start growth (startarea). 
%       -Size of each increment determined by (numba). 
% 
% 
%            e.g. daisyworld0D(0.6,1.8) 
% 
% Outputs:   - Growth of each coloured daisy vs time. 
%            - Lifeless global temperature and daisyworld temperature vs time.  
%            - Planterary albedo vs time. 
 
function daisyworld0D(lower,upper) 
S=1000; 
q=15; 
black=.25; 
bare=.5; 
white=.75; 
death=.1; 
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lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313;         
startarea=0.01;         %start area as a fraction of 1 
numba=100;              %number of time steps relative to insolation increase 
 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
 
if length~=round(length) 
    length=round(length); 
    boof=abs(length); 
else boof=abs(length); 
end 
 
if length>0 
    jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
    E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
    for a=2:length 
        E(a,1)=E((a-1),1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of solar Energy 
    end 
end 
%allows the insolation to be decreasing throughout daisyworld 
if length<0 
    jump=(lower*S-upper*S)/(boof+1); 
    E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
    for a=2:boof 
        E(a,1)=E((a-1),1)-jump;     %creates the column matrix of solar Energy 
    end 
end 
 
if length<0 
    length=abs(length); 
end 
     
SB=5.669*10^-8;         %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
%initialises the daisy area to 1% to allow growth to start 
Ablack=startarea; 
Awhite=startarea; 
 
%begin iterations for each time step 
for a=1:length 
        %calculates area of bare ground and planet albedo 
        Abare=1-Ablack-Awhite; 
        Ap=Abare*bare+Awhite*white+Ablack*black; 
         
        %calculate emission and local temperatures 
        Temission=((E(a,1)/SB)*(1-Ap))^0.25; 
        Trock=((E(a,1)/SB)*(1-bare))^0.25; 
        Tblack=q*(Ap-black)+Temission; 
        Twhite=q*(Ap-white)+Temission; 
         
        %calculate daisy growth- define growth and add previous daisy cover 
        growthb=Ablack*(beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Tblack)*Abare-death); 
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        growthw=Awhite*(beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Twhite)*Abare-death); 
        Ablack=Ablack+growthb; 
        Awhite=Awhite+growthw; 
 
        %ensure that there is no negative/too much area (numerical procedure) 
        if Ablack<=startarea 
           Ablack=startarea; 
       end 
       if Ablack>1 
           Ablack=1; 
       end 
       if Awhite<=startarea 
           Awhite=startarea; 
       end 
       if Awhite>1 
           Awhite=1; 
       end 
 
       %store results 
        Temissionresults(1,a)=Temission; 
        Ablackresults(1,a)=Ablack; 
        Awhiteresults(1,a)=Awhite; 
        Trockresults(1,a)=Trock; 
        Apresults(1,a)=Ap; 
        growthbresults(1,a)=growthb; 
        growthwresults(1,a)=growthw; 
end 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
plot(1:length,Ablackresults,'k-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Awhiteresults,'y-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults,'g--') 
xlabel('Time divisions') 
ylabel('Daisy Area') 
legend('Black daisies','White daisies','Total area',2) 
title('Daisy area versus time') 
axis([1 length 0 1]) 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(1:length,Temissionresults,'g-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Trockresults,'r--') 
xlabel('Time divisions') 
ylabel('Temperature (K)') 
legend('Daisyworld','Lifeless world',2) 
title('Temperature of Daisyworld versus time') 
axis tight; 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,Apresults,'m-') 
axis([1 length black white]); 
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xlabel('Time divisions') 
ylabel('Average albedo') 
title('Planetary albedo versus time') 
 

1.2. Existing modifications made to Daisyworld 

1.2.1. The addition of ‘cheats’ to Daisyworld 
% function daisycheat0D(lower,upper) 
% 
% Modified Daisyworld 0-D model that shows life can influence global temperature, based 
% on initial work by Watson and Lovelock (1983) and later work by Lovelock (2000). 
% By Mark Wittwer, 2005. 
% 
% Arguments: -lower- fraction of current insolation energy at the start of daisyworld.  
%            -upper- fraction of current insolation energy at the end of daisyworld.  
% 
% Note: There are constants that can also be changed within the m-file, including: 
%       -Black daisy albedo (black). 
%       -White daisy albedo (white). 
%       -Grey daisy albedo (grey). 
%       -Bare planet albedo (bare). 
%       -Horizontal heat flux (q). 
%       -Daisy death rate (death). 
%       -Present day solar luminosity (S). 
%       -Lower temperature limit for daisy growth (lowgrowthK). 
%       -Upper temperature limit for daisy growth (highgrowthK). 
%       -The minimum daisy area to start growth (startarea). 
%       -Size of each increment determined by (numba). 
%       -The penalty for pigment production (growthtax). 
% 
% 
%            eg. daisycheat0D(0.6,1.8) 
% 
% Outputs:   - Growth of each coloured daisy vs time. 
%            - Lifeless global temperature and daisyworld temperature vs time.  
%            - Planterary albedo vs time. 
 
function daisycheat0D(lower,upper) 
S=1000; 
q=15; 
black=.25; 
bare=.5; 
grey=bare; 
white=.75; 
death=.1; 
lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313;         
startarea=0.01;         %start area as a fraction of 1 
numba=100;              %number of time steps relative to insolation increase 
growthtax=0.05;     %growth tax for coloured daisies needing to produce pigment 
 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
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length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
 
if length~=round(length) 
    length=round(length); 
    boof=abs(length); 
else boof=abs(length); 
end 
 
if length>0 
    jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
    E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
    for a=2:length 
        E(a,1)=E((a-1),1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of solar Energy 
    end 
end 
%allows the insolation to be decreasing throughout daisyworld 
if length<0 
    jump=(lower*S-upper*S)/(boof+1); 
    E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
    for a=2:boof 
        E(a,1)=E((a-1),1)-jump;     %creates the column matrix of solar Energy 
    end 
end 
 
if length<0 
    length=abs(length); 
end 
 
SB=5.669*10^-8;         %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
%initialises the daisy area to 1% to allow growth to start 
Ablack=startarea; 
Awhite=startarea; 
Agrey=startarea; 
 
%begin iterations for each time step 
for a=1:length 
        %calculates area of bare ground and planet albedo 
        Abare=1-Ablack-Awhite-Agrey; 
        Ap=Abare*bare+Awhite*white+Ablack*black+Agrey*grey; 
         
        %calculate emission and local temperatures 
        Temission=((E(a,1)/SB)*(1-Ap))^0.25; 
        Trock=((E(a,1)/SB)*(1-bare))^0.25; 
        Tblack=q*(Ap-black)+Temission; 
        Twhite=q*(Ap-white)+Temission; 
        Tgrey=q*(Ap-grey)+Temission; 
         
        %calculate daisy growth- define growth and add previous daisy cover 
        growthb=Ablack*((1-growthtax)*beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Tblack)*Abare-
death); 
        growthw=Awhite*((1-growthtax)*beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Twhite)*Abare-
death); 
        growthg=Agrey*(beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Tgrey)*Abare-death); 
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        Ablack=Ablack+growthb; 
        Awhite=Awhite+growthw; 
        Agrey=Agrey+growthg; 
 
        %ensure that there is no negative/too much area (numerical procedure) 
        if Ablack<=startarea 
           Ablack=startarea; 
        end 
        if Ablack>1 
           Ablack=1; 
        end 
        if Awhite<=startarea 
           Awhite=startarea; 
        end 
        if Awhite>1 
           Awhite=1; 
        end 
        if Agrey<=startarea 
           Agrey=startarea; 
        end 
        if Agrey>1 
           Agrey=1; 
        end 
 
        %store results 
        Temissionresults(1,a)=Temission; 
        Ablackresults(1,a)=Ablack; 
        Awhiteresults(1,a)=Awhite; 
        Agreyresults(1,a)=Agrey; 
        Trockresults(1,a)=Trock; 
        Apresults(1,a)=Ap; 
end 
 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
plot(1:length,Ablackresults,'k-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Awhiteresults,'y-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Agreyresults,'b-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults+Agreyresults,'g--') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Daisy Area') 
legend('Black daisies','White daisies','Grey daisies','Total area',2) 
title('Daisy area versus time') 
axis([1 length 0 1]) 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(1:length,Temissionresults,'g-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Trockresults,'r--') 
xlabel('Time divisions') 
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ylabel('Temperature (K)') 
legend('Daisyworld','Lifeless world',2) 
title('Temperature of Daisyworld versus time') 
axis tight; 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,Apresults,'m-') 
axis([1 length black white]); 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Average albedo') 
title('Planetary albedo versus time') 
 

1.2.2. Addition of predators to Daisyworld 
% function daisypred0D(lower,upper) 
% 
% Modified Daisyworld 0-D model that shows life can influence global temperature, based 
% on initial work by Watson and Lovelock (1983) and later work by Lovelock (2000). 
% By Mark Wittwer, 2005. 
% 
% Arguments: -lower- fraction of current insolation energy at the start of daisyworld.  
%            -upper- fraction of current insolation energy at the end of daisyworld.  
% 
% Note: There are constants that can also be changed within the m-file, including: 
%       -Black daisy albedo (black). 
%       -White daisy albedo (white). 
%       -Bare planet albedo (bare). 
%       -Horizontal heat flux (q). 
%       -Daisy death rate (death). 
%       -Present day solar luminosity (S). 
%       -Lower temperature limit for daisy growth (lowgrowthK). 
%       -Upper temperature limit for daisy growth (highgrowthK). 
%       -The minimum daisy area to start growth (startarea). 
%       -Size of each increment determined by (numba). 
%       -Growth rate of rabbits (grab). 
%       -Growth rate of foxes (gfox). 
%       -Severity of plagues (severe). 
%       -Number of plagues (plagues). 
%       -Daisy food fixed to rabbit biomass (rfix). 
%       -Predator food fixed to fox biomass (ffix). 
%       -Minimum fraction of rabbit and fox population (minpop). 
%       -Predator death rate (rdeath and fdeath). 
%       -Accesability to food source (reat and feat). 
% 
% 
%            eg. daisypred0D(0.6,1.8) 
% 
% Outputs:   - Growth of each coloured daisy vs time. 
%            - Lifeless global temperature and daisyworld temperature vs time.  
%            - Planterary albedo vs time. 
 
function daisypred0D(lower,upper) 
S=1000; 
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q=15; 
black=.25; 
bare=.5; 
white=.75; 
death=.1; 
lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313;         
startarea=0.01;         %start daisy area as a fraction of 1 
numba=100;              %number of time steps relative to insolation increase 
grab=2.5;               %rabbit growth rate 
gfox=.8;                %fox growth rate 
blacksevere=0.3;        %severity of each plague (fraction of black area killed) 
whitesevere=0.3;        %severity of each plague (fraction of white area killed) 
plagues=4;              %number of plagues (+ve integer) 
rfix=.3;                %food consumed (daisy) that fixes to rabbit biomass 
ffix=.5;                %food consumed (rabbit) that fixes to fox biomass 
rminpop=0.01;           %minimum population of rabbits 
fminpop=0.005;          %minimum population of foxes 
rdeath=.1;              %death rate of rabbits 
fdeath=.1;              %death rate of foxes 
reat=.8;                %accessability of daisies to rabbits (0,1) 
feat=.4;                %accesability of rabbits to foxes (0,1) 
 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
 
if plagues>length 
    disp('Error- increase "numba" or decrease "plagues"- (too much death).') 
end 
 
if length~=round(length) 
    length=round(length); 
    boof=abs(length); 
else boof=abs(length); 
end 
 
if length>0 
    jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
    E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
    for a=2:length 
        E(a,1)=E((a-1),1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of solar Energy 
    end 
end 
%allows the insolation to be decreasing throughout daisyworld 
if length<0 
    jump=(lower*S-upper*S)/(boof+1); 
    E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
    for a=2:boof 
        E(a,1)=E((a-1),1)-jump;     %creates the column matrix of solar Energy 
    end 
end 
 
if length<0 
    length=abs(length); 
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end 
 
SB=5.669*10^-8;         %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
%initialises the daisy area to 1% to allow growth to start 
Ablack=startarea; 
Awhite=startarea; 
 
%initialises the predator populations 
Rpop=rminpop;    %rabbit population 
Fpop=fminpop;    %fox population 
 
%creates an array of plague times 
plinc=0; 
if plagues>=1 
    plague=round(length/(plagues+1)); 
    for z=1:plagues 
        plaguetime(z,1)=plague+plinc; 
        plinc=plaguetime(z,1); 
    end 
end 
[f,g]=size(plaguetime); 
 
%begin iterations for each time step 
for a=1:length 
        %sets variables for rabbits and foxes growths later 
        oldAwhite=Awhite; 
        oldAblack=Ablack; 
        oldRpop=Rpop; 
        oldFpop=Fpop; 
         
        %calculates area of bare ground and planet albedo 
        Abare=1-Ablack-Awhite; 
        Ap=Abare*bare+Awhite*white+Ablack*black; 
         
        %calculate emission and local temperatures 
        Temission=((E(a,1)/SB)*(1-Ap))^0.25; 
        Trock=((E(a,1)/SB)*(1-bare))^0.25; 
        Tblack=q*(Ap-black)+Temission; 
        Twhite=q*(Ap-white)+Temission; 
         
        %calculate daisy growth- define growth and add previous daisy cover 
        growthb=Ablack*(beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Tblack)*Abare-death); 
        growthw=Awhite*(beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Twhite)*Abare-death); 
        Ablack=Ablack+growthb; 
        Awhite=Awhite+growthw; 
 
        %ensure that there is no negative/too much area (numerical procedure) 
        if Ablack<=startarea 
           Ablack=startarea; 
        end 
        if Ablack>1 
           Ablack=1; 
        end 
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        if Awhite<=startarea 
           Awhite=startarea; 
        end 
        if Awhite>1 
           Awhite=1; 
        end 
         
        %daisy plague statement and deaths 
        for y=1:f 
            if plaguetime(y,1)==a 
              Ablack=Ablack*(1-blacksevere); 
              Awhite=Awhite*(1-whitesevere); 
            end 
        end 
         
        %rabbit and fox predation 
        %calculate rabbit growth (other trial growth schemes left) 
        %Rpopgrowth=rfix*Rpop*((1-exp(-reat*grab*(Awhite+Ablack)))*(1-Rpop)-rdeath); 
        %Rpopgrowth=oldRpop*((1-exp(-
grab*(oldAwhite+oldAblack)))*reat*(oldAwhite+oldAblack)-rdeath); 
        Rpopgrowth=grab*oldRpop*((reat*(oldAwhite+oldAblack))^2-rdeath); 
        Rpop=Rpop+rfix*Rpopgrowth; 
 
        %take away predated daisies 
        if Rpopgrowth>0 
            Ablack=Ablack-Ablack*Rpopgrowth; 
            Awhite=Awhite-Awhite*Rpopgrowth; 
        end 
        %calculate fox growth (other trial growth schemes left) 
        %Fpopgrowth=ffix*Fpop*((1-exp(-feat*gfox*Rpop))*(1-Fpop)-fdeath); 
        %Fpopgrowth=oldFpop*((1-exp(-gfox*(oldRpop)))*feat*(oldRpop)-fdeath); 
        Fpopgrowth=gfox*oldFpop*((feat*oldRpop)^2-fdeath); 
        Fpop=Fpop+ffix*Fpopgrowth; 
        %take away predated rabbits 
        if Fpopgrowth>0 
            Rpop=Rpop-Rpop*Fpopgrowth; 
        end 
         
        %ensure that there is no negative/too much area (numerical procedure) 
        if Ablack<=startarea 
           Ablack=startarea; 
        end 
        if Ablack>1 
           Ablack=1; 
        end 
        if Awhite<=startarea 
           Awhite=startarea; 
        end 
        if Awhite>1 
           Awhite=1; 
        end 
        if Rpop<=rminpop 
            Rpop=rminpop; 
        end 
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        if Fpop<=fminpop 
            Fpop=fminpop; 
        end 
         
        %store results 
        Temissionresults(1,a)=Temission; 
        Ablackresults(1,a)=Ablack; 
        Awhiteresults(1,a)=Awhite; 
        Trockresults(1,a)=Trock; 
        Apresults(1,a)=Ap; 
        Rresults(1,a)=Rpop; 
        Fresults(1,a)=Fpop; 
end 
 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(1:length,Ablackresults,'k-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Awhiteresults,'y-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults,'g--') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Daisy Area') 
legend('Black daisies','White daisies','Total area',2) 
title('Daisy area versus time') 
axis tight; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,Rresults,'b-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Fresults,'r-') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Relative populations') 
legend('Rabbits','Foxes',2) 
title('Predators versus time') 
axis tight; 
 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(1:length,Temissionresults,'g-') 
hold on; 
plot(1:length,Trockresults,'r--') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Temperature (K)') 
legend('Daisyworld','Lifeless world',2) 
title('Temperature of Daisyworld versus time') 
axis tight; 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,Apresults,'m-') 
axis([1 length black white]); 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Average albedo') 
title('Planetary albedo versus time') 
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1.3. Addition of latitudinal variation 

1.3.1. Latitudinal variation function 
function daisylatitude1(lower,upper) 
global Ablack Awhite Abare Tblack Twhite Ap; 
 
numba=100; 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
 
S=1000;         %sets the current solar luminosity 
jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
for y=2:length 
    E(y,1)=E(y-1,1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of increasing solar Energy 
end 
 
%initialise arguments for function daisyworld 
startarea=0.01; 
q=20; 
death=0.2; 
lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313; 
black=0.25; 
bare=0.5; 
white=.75; 
latdiv=179; 
heatcon=.75; 
outgoingheat=.9; 
 
inc=180/latdiv; 
lat=[(0+inc):inc:(180-inc)];        %creates lat, column of latitude degrees 
SB=5.669*10^-8;                     %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
[c,d]=size(lat); 
AB=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AW=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AP=zeros(d,1); 
transfer=zeros(d,1); 
%start loop for each time increment 
for a=2:length+1 
    Ecurrent=E(a-1,1); 
    for b=1:d 
        S=dsin(lat(1,b))*Ecurrent;           %defines the energy received at each latitude 
         
        %call function and store results 
        [Ablackresults(b,a-1),Abareresults(b,a-1),Awhiteresults(b,a-1),Temissionresults(b,a-
1),Trockresults(b,a-1),Tblackresults(b,a-1),Twhiteresults(b,a-1),Apresults(b,a-1),Tsun(b,a-
1)]=daisyworldb(AB(b,1),AW(b,1),transfer(b,1),black,bare,white,S,q,death,startarea,lowgro
wthK,highgrowthK); 
        AB(b,1)=Ablackresults(b,a-1); 
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        AW(b,1)=Awhiteresults(b,a-1); 
        AP(b,1)=Apresults(b,a-1); 
    end 
    %creates mirror image for opposite latitudes (there are more elegant ways to do this) 
    for f=((round(d/2)+1)):d 
        Temissionresults(f,a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1)+heatcon*(1-(round(d)/2)*exp(-
(1/q)*f))*(Temissionresults(f-1,a-1)-Temissionresults(f,a-1)); 
        Temissionresults((d-f+1),a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1); 
    end 
    transfer(:,1)=outgoingheat*(Temissionresults(:,a-1)-Tsun(:,a-1)); 
end 
 
[g,h]=size(lat); 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
surf(1:length,1:h,Temissionresults) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
zlabel('Temperature (K)') 
shading interp; 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
pcolor(1:length,1:h,Apresults) 
shading interp; 
colormap(gray); 
title('Greyscale map of albedo') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,mean(Apresults)) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Mean planetary albedo') 
figure(3) 
subplot(3,1,1) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Black daisy area') 
hold on; 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults) 
shading interp; 
hold on; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'White daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Total daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
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1.3.2. Internal Daisyworld function 
function daisyice1(lower,upper) 
global Ablack Awhite Abare Tblack Twhite Ap; 
 
numba=100; 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
 
S=1000;         %sets the current solar luminosity 
jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
for y=2:length 
    E(y,1)=E(y-1,1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of increasing solar Energy 
end 
 
%initialise arguments for function daisyworld 
startarea=0.05; 
q=20; 
death=0.2; 
lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313; 
black=0.25; 
bare=0.5; 
white=.75; 
latdiv=179; 
heatcon=.75; 
icealbedo=0.65; 
outgoingheat=.9; 
 
inc=180/latdiv; 
lat=[(0+inc):inc:(180-inc)];        %creates lat, column of latitude degrees 
SB=5.669*10^-8;                     %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
[c,d]=size(lat); 
AB=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AW=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AP=zeros(d,1); 
transfer=zeros(d,1); 
%start loop for each time increment 
for a=2:length+1 
    Ecurrent=E(a-1,1); 
    for b=1:d 
        S=dsin(lat(1,b))*Ecurrent;           %defines the energy received at each latitude 
         
        %call function and store results 
        [Ablackresults(b,a-1),Abareresults(b,a-1),Awhiteresults(b,a-1),Temissionresults(b,a-
1),Trockresults(b,a-1),Tblackresults(b,a-1),Twhiteresults(b,a-1),AP(b,1),Tsun(b,a-
1)]=daisyworldb(AB(b,1),AW(b,1),transfer(b,1),black,bare,white,S,q,death,startarea,lowgro
wthK,highgrowthK); 
        AB(b,1)=Ablackresults(b,a-1); 
        AW(b,1)=Awhiteresults(b,a-1); 
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        %ice statement 
        if Temissionresults(b,a-1)<=263 
            AP(b,1)=icealbedo; 
        elseif Temissionresults(b,a-1)<=273 & Temissionresults(b,a-1)>263 
            AP(b,1)=icealbedo-((Temissionresults(b,a-1)-263)/10)*(icealbedo-bare); 
        end 
        Apresults(b,a-1)=AP(b,1); 
    end 
        %creates mirror image for opposite latitudes (there are more elegant ways to do this) 
        for f=((round(d/2)+1)):d 
            Temissionresults(f,a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1)+heatcon*(1-(round(d)/2)*exp(-
(1/q)*f))*(Temissionresults(f-1,a-1)-Temissionresults(f,a-1)); 
            Temissionresults((d-f+1),a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1); 
        end 
    transfer(:,1)=outgoingheat*(Temissionresults(:,a-1)-Tsun(:,a-1)); 
end 
 
 
[g,h]=size(lat); 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
surf(1:length,1:h,Temissionresults) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
zlabel('Temperature (K)') 
shading interp; 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
pcolor(1:length,1:h,Apresults) 
shading interp; 
colormap(gray); 
title('Greyscale map of albedo') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,mean(Apresults)) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Mean planetary albedo') 
figure(3) 
subplot(3,1,1) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Black daisy area') 
hold on; 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults) 
shading interp; 
hold on; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'White daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
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ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Total daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
 

1.4. Addition of ice albedo feedback 

1.4.1. Ice albedo feedback function 
function daisyice1(lower,upper) 
global Ablack Awhite Abare Tblack Twhite Ap; 
 
numba=100; 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
 
S=1000;         %sets the current solar luminosity 
jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
for y=2:length 
    E(y,1)=E(y-1,1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of increasing solar Energy 
end 
 
%initialise arguments for function daisyworld 
startarea=0.05; 
q=20; 
death=0.2; 
lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313; 
black=0.25; 
bare=0.5; 
white=.75; 
latdiv=179; 
heatcon=.75; 
icealbedo=0.65; 
outgoingheat=.9; 
 
inc=180/latdiv; 
lat=[(0+inc):inc:(180-inc)];        %creates lat, column of latitude degrees 
SB=5.669*10^-8;                     %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
[c,d]=size(lat); 
AB=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AW=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AP=zeros(d,1); 
transfer=zeros(d,1); 
%start loop for each time increment 
for a=2:length+1 
    Ecurrent=E(a-1,1); 
    for b=1:d 
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        S=dsin(lat(1,b))*Ecurrent;           %defines the energy received at each latitude 
         
        %call function and store results 
        [Ablackresults(b,a-1),Abareresults(b,a-1),Awhiteresults(b,a-1),Temissionresults(b,a-
1),Trockresults(b,a-1),Tblackresults(b,a-1),Twhiteresults(b,a-1),AP(b,1),Tsun(b,a-
1)]=daisyworldb(AB(b,1),AW(b,1),transfer(b,1),black,bare,white,S,q,death,startarea,lowgro
wthK,highgrowthK); 
        AB(b,1)=Ablackresults(b,a-1); 
        AW(b,1)=Awhiteresults(b,a-1); 
         
        %ice statement 
        if Temissionresults(b,a-1)<=263 
            AP(b,1)=icealbedo; 
        elseif Temissionresults(b,a-1)<=273 & Temissionresults(b,a-1)>263 
            AP(b,1)=icealbedo-((Temissionresults(b,a-1)-263)/10)*(icealbedo-bare); 
        end 
        Apresults(b,a-1)=AP(b,1); 
    end 
        %creates mirror image for opposite latitudes (there are more elegant ways to do this) 
        for f=((round(d/2)+1)):d 
            Temissionresults(f,a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1)+heatcon*(1-(round(d)/2)*exp(-
(1/q)*f))*(Temissionresults(f-1,a-1)-Temissionresults(f,a-1)); 
            Temissionresults((d-f+1),a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1); 
        end 
    transfer(:,1)=outgoingheat*(Temissionresults(:,a-1)-Tsun(:,a-1)); 
end 
 
 
[g,h]=size(lat); 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
surf(1:length,1:h,Temissionresults) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
zlabel('Temperature (K)') 
shading interp; 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
pcolor(1:length,1:h,Apresults) 
shading interp; 
colormap(gray); 
title('Greyscale map of albedo') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,mean(Apresults)) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Mean planetary albedo') 
figure(3) 
subplot(3,1,1) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Black daisy area') 
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hold on; 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults) 
shading interp; 
hold on; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'White daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Total daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
 

1.4.2. Internal Daisyworld function 
function 
[Ablack,Abare,Awhite,Temission,Trock,Tblack,Twhite,Ap,Tsun]=daisyworldb(Ablack,Awh
ite,transfer,black,bare,white,S,q,death,startarea,lowgrowthK,highgrowthK) 
 
%argument checking 
if nargin<12 
    disp('Error- Incorrect number of arguments given to function.') 
end 
if lowgrowthK>=highgrowthK 
    disp('Error- Enter a lower and higher temperature (in K) for the daisy growth limits.') 
end 
if black>=white | bare>white | bare<black 
    disp('Error- Please enter increasing black, bare and white albedos respectively.') 
end 
 
 
SB=5.669*10^-8;         %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
 
%calculate the area of bare ground 
Abare=1-Ablack-Awhite;   
%calculates the average planetary albedo 
Ap=Abare*bare+Awhite*white+Ablack*black; 
 
%calculates average emission temperature according to Ap 
Tsun=((S/SB)*(1-Ap))^0.25; 
Temission=transfer+Tsun; 
%temperature of lifeless 'rock' for comparison 
Trock=((S/SB)*(1-bare))^0.25; 
%local temperature around each coloured daisies  
Tblack=q*(Ap-black)+Temission; 
Twhite=q*(Ap-white)+Temission; 
 
%calculate each daisy's growthrate according to temperature 
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betab=beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Tblack); 
growthb=Ablack*(betab*Abare-death); 
betaw=beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Twhite); 
growthw=Awhite*(betaw*Abare-death); 
 
%calculate areas of daisies 
Ablack=Ablack+growthb; 
Awhite=Awhite+growthw; 
 
%check for no negative area 
if Ablack<=startarea 
    Ablack=startarea; 
end 
if Ablack>1 
    Ablack=1; 
end 
if Awhite<=startarea 
    Awhite=startarea; 
end 
if Awhite>1 
    Awhite=1; 
End 
 

1.5. Addition of water vapour feedback 

1.5.1. Water vapour feedback function 
function daisyvapour1(lower,upper) 
global Ablack Awhite Abare Tblack Twhite Ap; 
 
%initialise arguments for function daisyworld 
S=1000;         %sets the current solar luminosity 
startarea=0.01; 
q=20; 
death=0.1; 
lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313; 
black=0.25; 
bare=0.5; 
white=.75; 
latdiv=179; 
heatcon=.75; 
outgoingheat=.9; 
LoverRT=20; 
intense=1; 
numba=100; 
 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
for y=2:length 
    E(y,1)=E(y-1,1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of increasing solar Energy 
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end 
 
inc=180/latdiv; 
lat=[(0+inc):inc:(180-inc)];        %creates lat, column of latitude degrees 
SB=5.669*10^-8;                     %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
[c,d]=size(lat); 
humidity=20*ones(d,length); 
AB=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AW=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AP=zeros(d,1); 
transfer=zeros(d,1); 
%start loop for each time increment 
for a=2:length+1 
    Ecurrent=E(a-1,1); 
    for b=1:d 
        S=dsin(lat(1,b))*Ecurrent;           %defines the energy received at each latitude 
         
        %call function and store results 
        [Ablackresults(b,a-1),Abareresults(b,a-1),Awhiteresults(b,a-1),Temissionresults(b,a-
1),Trockresults(b,a-1),Tblackresults(b,a-1),Twhiteresults(b,a-1),Apresults(b,a-1),Tsun(b,a-
1)]=daisyworldb(AB(b,1),AW(b,1),transfer(b,1),black,bare,white,S,q,death,startarea,lowgro
wthK,highgrowthK); 
        AB(b,1)=Ablackresults(b,a-1); 
        AW(b,1)=Awhiteresults(b,a-1); 
        AP(b,1)=Apresults(b,a-1); 
    end 
 
    %heat transfer across latitudes from equator & vapour statement 
     
    humidity((round(d)/2),a)=100*exp(.1*((Temissionresults(round(d/2),a-1))-308)); 
    %ensure not too large 
    if humidity((round(d)/2),a)>100 
        humidity((round(d)/2),a)=100; 
    end 
    if humidity((round(d)/2),a)<1 
        humidity((round(d)/2),a)=1; 
    end 
         
    %transfers heat and gives water vapour feedback 
    for f=((round(d/2)+1)):d 
        heatmove=heatcon*(1-(round(d)/2)*exp(-(1/q)*f))*(Temissionresults(f-1,a-1)-
Temissionresults(f,a-1)); 
        if heatmove<.01 
            heatmove=.01; 
        end 
        if heatmove>6 
            heatmove=6; 
        end 
         
        Temissionresults(f,a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1)+heatmove; 
         
        %vapour statement 
        dhumidity=-LoverRT*((Temissionresults(f-1,a-1)-Temissionresults(f,a-1))); 
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        humidity(f,a-1)=humidity(f-1,a-1)+dhumidity; 
        if humidity(f,a-1)>100 
            humidity(f,a-1)=100; 
        end 
        if humidity(f,a-1)<1 
           humidity(f,a-1)=1; 
        end 
        if dhumidity<-20 
            dhumidity=-20; 
        end 
        if dhumidity>=0 
            dhumidity=-0.01; 
        end 
         
        %feedback to temperature 
        dT=intense*Temissionresults(f,a-1)*(dhumidity/humidity(f,a-1))*((LoverRT)^-1); 
        if dT>1 
            dT=1; 
        end 
        if dT<-1 
            dT=-1; 
        end 
        Temissionresults(f,a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1)+dT; 
         
        %mirror image 
        Temissionresults((d-f+1),a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1); 
        humidity(d-f+1,a-1)=humidity(f,a-1); 
    end 
     
    %stores the heat information for the next time step 
    transfer(:,1)=outgoingheat*(Temissionresults(:,a-1)-Tsun(:,a-1)); 
         
 
end 
 
 
[g,h]=size(lat); 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
surf(1:length,1:h,Temissionresults) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
zlabel('Temperature (K)') 
shading interp; 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
pcolor(1:length,1:h,Apresults) 
shading interp; 
colormap(gray); 
title('Greyscale map of albedo') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
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plot(1:length,mean(Apresults)) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Mean planetary albedo') 
figure(3) 
subplot(3,1,1) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Black daisy area') 
hold on; 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults) 
shading interp; 
hold on; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'White daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Total daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
figure(4) 
[j,k]=size(humidity); 
surf(1:k,1:j,humidity) 
shading interp; 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
zlabel('Humidity') 
 

1.5.2. Internal Daisyworld function 
function 
[Ablack,Abare,Awhite,Temission,Trock,Tblack,Twhite,Ap,Tsun]=daisyworldb(Ablack,Awh
ite,transfer,black,bare,white,S,q,death,startarea,lowgrowthK,highgrowthK) 
 
%argument checking 
if nargin<12 
    disp('Error- Incorrect number of arguments given to function.') 
end 
if lowgrowthK>=highgrowthK 
    disp('Error- Enter a lower and higher temperature (in K) for the daisy growth limits.') 
end 
if black>=white | bare>white | bare<black 
    disp('Error- Please enter increasing black, bare and white albedos respectively.') 
end 
 
 
SB=5.669*10^-8;         %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
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%calculate the area of bare ground 
Abare=1-Ablack-Awhite;   
%calculates the average planetary albedo 
Ap=Abare*bare+Awhite*white+Ablack*black; 
 
%calculates average emission temperature according to Ap 
Tsun=((S/SB)*(1-Ap))^0.25; 
Temission=transfer+Tsun; 
%temperature of lifeless 'rock' for comparison 
Trock=((S/SB)*(1-bare))^0.25; 
%local temperature around each coloured daisies  
Tblack=q*(Ap-black)+Temission; 
Twhite=q*(Ap-white)+Temission; 
 
%calculate each daisy's growthrate according to temperature 
betab=beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Tblack); 
growthb=Ablack*(betab*Abare-death); 
betaw=beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Twhite); 
growthw=Awhite*(betaw*Abare-death); 
 
%calculate areas of daisies 
Ablack=Ablack+growthb; 
Awhite=Awhite+growthw; 
 
%check for no negative area 
if Ablack<=startarea 
    Ablack=startarea; 
end 
if Ablack>1 
    Ablack=1; 
end 
if Awhite<=startarea 
    Awhite=startarea; 
end 
if Awhite>1 
    Awhite=1; 
End 
 

1.6. Addition of carbon dioxide feedback 

1.6.1. Carbon dioxide feedback function 
function daisyCO21(lower,upper) 
global Ablack Awhite Abare Tblack Twhite Ap; 
 
%initialise arguments for function daisyworld 
startarea=0.05; 
q=20; 
death=0.2; 
lowgrowthK=278; 
highgrowthK=313; 
black=0.25; 
bare=0.5; 
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white=.75; 
latdiv=179; 
heatcon=.75;         %proportional to latitudinal conduction of heat (0,1) 
outgoingheat=.9;    %proportional to heat capacity (0,1) 
range=2;          %intensity of CO2 greenhouse effect (K) 
const=1;        %inversely prop. to growth restriction by CO2 (use 1 - 5) 
 
numba=100;  %number of timesteps for given insolation increase 
 
%calculate number of time steps (numba per 3 billion years) 
length=(upper-lower)*numba; 
if round(length)~=length 
    length=round(length); 
end 
 
S=1000;         %sets the current solar luminosity 
jump=(upper*S-lower*S)/(length-1); 
E(1,1)=lower*S;      %initialises the lower limit relative to todays insolation 
for y=2:length 
    E(y,1)=E(y-1,1)+jump;     %creates the column matrix of increasing solar Energy 
end 
inc=180/latdiv; 
lat=[(0+inc):inc:(180-inc)];        %creates lat, column of latitude degrees 
SB=5.669*10^-8;                     %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
carbon=200;            %total CO2 in model 
carb=carbon/latdiv;    %CO2 in atmosphere (per latitude) 
 
%argument checking 
if lowgrowthK>=highgrowthK 
    disp('Error- Enter a proper temperature range (in K) for the daisy growth limits.') 
end 
if black>=white | bare>white | bare<black 
    disp('Error- Please enter increasing black, bare and white albedos respectively.') 
end 
 
[c,d]=size(lat); 
AB=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AW=startarea*ones(d,1); 
AP=zeros(d,1); 
transfer=zeros(d,1);        %for heat transfer 
carblat=carb*ones(d,1); 
carbav=mean(carblat); 
totalcarb=zeros(1,length); 
 
%start loop for each time increment 
for a=2:length+1 
    Ecurrent=E(a-1,1); 
    %start loop for each latitude division 
    for b=1:d 
        S=dsin(lat(1,b))*Ecurrent;           %defines the energy received at each latitude 
         
        if carblat(b,1)<0 
            carblat(b,1)=0; 
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        end 
        if carblat(b,1)>carb 
            carblat(b,1)=carb; 
        end 
         
        %call function and store results 
        [Ablackresults(b,a-1),Abareresults(b,a-1),Awhiteresults(b,a-1),Temissionresults(b,a-
1),Trockresults(b,a-1),Tblackresults(b,a-1),Twhiteresults(b,a-1),Apresults(b,a-1),Tsun(b,a-
1)]=daisyworldc(AB(b,1),AW(b,1),transfer(b,1),carb,carbav,range,black,bare,white,S,q,death
,startarea,lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,const); 
        AB(b,1)=Ablackresults(b,a-1); 
        AW(b,1)=Awhiteresults(b,a-1); 
        AP(b,1)=Apresults(b,a-1); 
        carblat(b,1)=carb-(AB(b,1)+AW(b,1)); 
    end 
        %transfers heat & creates mirror image for opposite latitudes (there are more elegant 
ways to do this) 
        for f=((round(d/2)+1)):d 
            Temissionresults(f,a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1)+heatcon*(1-(round(d)/2)*exp(-
(1/q)*f))*(Temissionresults(f-1,a-1)-Temissionresults(f,a-1)); 
            Temissionresults((d-f+1),a-1)=Temissionresults(f,a-1); 
        end 
    totalA(a-1,1)=sum(AW)+sum(AB);     
    transfer(:,1)=outgoingheat*(Temissionresults(:,a-1)-Tsun(:,a-1)); 
    carbav=mean(carblat); 
    totalcarb(1,a-1)=sum(carblat); 
 
end 
 
[g,h]=size(lat); 
%plot the results 
figure(1) 
surf(1:length,1:h,Temissionresults) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
zlabel('Temperature (K)') 
shading interp; 
figure(2) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
pcolor(1:length,1:h,Apresults) 
shading interp; 
colormap(gray); 
title('Greyscale map of albedo') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
hold on; 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,mean(Apresults)) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Mean planetary albedo') 
figure(3) 
subplot(3,1,1) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
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text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Black daisy area') 
hold on; 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,2) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults) 
shading interp; 
hold on; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'White daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
subplot(3,1,3) 
surf((1:length),1:h,Awhiteresults+Ablackresults) 
shading interp; 
text(3,latdiv,0.9,'Total daisy area') 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Latitude') 
figure(4) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(1:length,totalcarb) 
axis([1 length 0 carb*latdiv]) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Carbon in atmosphere (parts)') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(1:length,totalA) 
xlabel('Time') 
ylabel('Total daisy area (terrestrial carbon storage)') 
 

1.6.2. Internal Daisyworld function 
function 
[Ablack,Abare,Awhite,Temission,Trock,Tblack,Twhite,Ap,Tsun]=daisyworldc(Ablack,Awhi
te,transfer,carb,carbav,range,black,bare,white,S,q,death,startarea,lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,c
onst) 
 
SB=5.669*10^-8;         %sets the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
 
%calculate the area of bare ground 
Abare=1-Ablack-Awhite;   
%calculates the average planetary albedo 
Ap=Abare*bare+Awhite*white+Ablack*black; 
 
%calculates carbon dioxide's effect of temp 
Tcarb=(range/carb)*carbav-range/2; 
%calculates average emission temperature according to Ap 
Tsun=((S/SB)*(1-Ap))^0.25; 
Temission=transfer+Tsun+Tcarb; 
%temperature of lifeless 'rock' for comparison 
Trock=((S/SB)*(1-bare))^0.25; 
%local temperature around each coloured daisies  
Tblack=q*(Ap-black)+Temission; 
Twhite=q*(Ap-white)+Temission; 
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%calculate CO2 growth restriction 
gres=1-exp(-const*carbav); 
 
%calculate each daisy's growthrate according to temperature 
betab=beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Tblack); 
growthb=Ablack*(gres*betab*Abare-death); 
betaw=beta(lowgrowthK,highgrowthK,Twhite); 
growthw=Awhite*(gres*betaw*Abare-death); 
 
%calculate areas of daisies 
Ablack=Ablack+growthb; 
Awhite=Awhite+growthw; 
 
%check for no negative/excess area 
if Ablack<=startarea 
    Ablack=startarea; 
end 
if Ablack>1 
    Ablack=1; 
end 
if Awhite<=startarea 
    Awhite=startarea; 
end 
if Awhite>1 
    Awhite=1; 
End 
 

2. Variables used in the scripts 

2.1. Common variables 
‘S’- This variable denotes the solar luminosity of the present day on earth. This is commonly 
accepted as 1367 Wm-2 however Daisyworld has no clouds or atmosphere among other 
missing components. For simplicity the solar constant is set to 1000. It is the only variable 
that can in effect be changed by the arguments ‘lower’ and ‘upper’ because it is used to 
create an array of increasing solar values. Each solar value is used in a single time step.  
 
‘q’- Denotes the horizontal heat flux coefficient. Explained in detail in the Literature Review, 
section 1.1, the horizontal heat flux coefficient is set to about 15 to 20. It represents the 
degree to which heat is transferred. The higher the value, the poorer the heat transfers. 
 
‘black’- This variable represents the black daisy albedo. It is usually not changed and is kept 
at 0.25. 
 
‘white’- Denotes the white daisy albedo. Usually equal to 0.75. 
 
‘bare’- Denotes the bare ground albedo. Usually halfway in between ‘black’ and ‘white’ at 
0.5. 
 
‘death’- The death rate of the daisies. Usually set at between 0.1 and 0.2. 
 
‘lowgrowthK’- The lower temperature limit of daisy growth [˚K]. Usually set to 278˚K. See 
Literature Review, section 1.2. 
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‘highgrowthK’- The upper temperature limit of daisy growth [˚K]. Usually set to 313˚K. This 
gives a maximum growth potential at 295.5˚K, or 22.5˚C. See Literature Review, section 1.2. 
 
‘startarea’- The minimum area of daisies that is set so that growth can occur. This variable is 
usually set to between 1% and 5%. 
 
‘numba’- The number of time steps performed by the script given the rise in insolation. 
Usually set to 100, but does need to be changed for some modifications of the Daisyworld 
model.  
 
‘length’- is the number of time steps that the model performs. It is defined by ‘numba’ and 
the two arguments of the function; ‘lower’ and ‘upper.’ 
 
‘SB’- is the Stefan-Boltzman constant. 
 
‘Ap’- is the average planetary albedo. 
 
‘Ablack’- the area of black daisies. 
 
‘Awhite’- the area of white daisies. 
 
‘Abare’- the area of bare ground. 
 
‘Temission’- emission temperature. 
 
‘Twhite’- the local temperature around white daisies.  
‘Trock’- is the temperature of a lifeless world. 
 
‘Tblack’- the local temperature around black daisies. 
 

2.2. Variables used in existing modifications 
‘Agrey’- the area of grey daisies. 
 
‘grey’- the albedo of grey daisies. 
 
‘growthtax’- is the penalty imposed on black and white daisies for having to produce pigment 
in the addition of ‘cheats’ model. 
 
‘plagues’- is the number of plagues experienced in the model. 
 
‘grab’- tuning variable for growth rate of rabbits in 1-exp(-grab*daisyarea) 
 
‘gfox’- tuning variable for growth rate of foxes in 1-exp(-gfox*rabbits) 
 
‘rfix’- tuning variable representing the fixture of daisy biomass to rabbit biomass. 
 
‘ffix’- tuning variable representing the fixture of rabbit biomass to fox biomass. 
 
‘rminpop’- the minimum population of rabbits. 
 
‘fminpop’- the minimum population of foxes. 
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‘rdeath’- rabbit death rate. 
 
‘fdeath’- fox death rate. 
 
‘reat’- tuning variable to represent the amount of daisies that rabbits can access.  
 
‘feat’- tuning variable to represent the amount of rabbits that foxes can access. 
 

2.3. Latitude variable models 
‘latdiv’- the number of latitude divisions between the planet’s north and south poles. This is 
best left alone at 179, because testing was not conducted for different values of this. 
Sufficient resolution is achieved using this value. 
 
‘heatcon’- a tuning variable used to approximate the temperature throughout the latitudes by 
multiplying the heat transfer approximation (see Methods, section 1.3) by a constant between 
0 and 1. Usually set to 0.75. 
 
‘outgoingheat’- another tuning variable used to represent the heat storage at each latitude 
division in between time steps. If set to 1, then there is no heat loss. If set to 0, then there is 
100% heat lost and the temperature at the next time step will depend only upon the 
insolation. It is set to 0.9 in all of the models and changing it can have a very dramatic effect 
on the data. 
 
‘transfer’- this is the column matrix used by the scripts to give the heat from the previous 
time steps back to the function to calculated daisy growth. It is refreshed every time step after 
the latitudinal heat transfer approximation is calculated. 
 
‘AB’- another column matrix that is refreshed every time step, this is the area of black daisies 
from the current time step which is then passed to the next time step to calculate the daisy 
growth. 
 
‘AW’- as above, but for white daisies. 
 
‘icealbedo’- the albedo of ice sheet cover for the ice albedo feedback model. This is around 
0.65 to 0.75 and can be changed. Note that if this variable is set to higher than the albedo of 
white daisies then the albedo versus latitude and time plot will be distorted. The grey scale 
plot has shows the minimum and maximum values of albedo as black and white respectively. 
Thus, if the albedo of ice (‘icealbedo’) is higher than the white daisy albedo (‘white’) then 
the white daisy growth is not as obvious to the viewer. 
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